
Title 4—DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT

Division 240—Public Service Commission
Chapter 33—Service and Billing Practices for 

Telecommunications Companies

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Public Service Commission under sec-
tion 209.251, RSMo Supp. 2008 and sections 209.253, 209.255,
209.257, 209.258, 209.259, 386.040, 386.250, 392.185(1), (2), (3),
and (8), and 392.470, RSMo 2000, the commission adopts a rule as
follows:

4 CSR 240-33.170 is adopted.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
rule was published in the Missouri Register on November 3, 2008 (33
MoReg 1942–1945). Those sections with changes are reprinted here.
This proposed rule becomes effective thirty (30) days after publica-
tion in the Code of State Regulations.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
rule was held December 3, 2008, and the public comment period
ended December 3, 2008. Three (3) written comments were received
and one (1) person testified at the hearing. Written comments were
received from Comcast Phone of Missouri, LLC (Comcast), the
VON Coalition, and the staff of the Missouri Public Service
Commission (staff). The person testifying at the hearing was John

VanEschen on behalf of the staff. The staff supports the proposed
rule; Comcast and the VON Coalition oppose it. 

COMMENT #1: Comcast asserts that no rule is necessary. The staff
asserts that a rule is necessary. Although it is true that the Relay
Missouri Fund has operated since 1991 without a rule, the lack of a
rule leaves the commission without any tools to ensure compliance
with timely remission requirements.
RESPONSE: The commission agrees with staff that properly pro-
mulgated rules are important for ensuring compliance with statutory
mandates concerning the Missouri Relay Fund. No change is neces-
sitated by this comment.

COMMENT #2: Comcast asserts that the commission lacks the
authority to mandate the content of a Voice-over-Internet Protocol
(VoIP) provider’s bill. Staff asserts that a clear description of the
Relay Missouri Surcharge is necessary to avoid confusion.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: 2008’s Senate
Bill 1779, which took effect on August 28, 2008, exempts most
telecommunications companies from the billing requirements in the
commission rules. As those waivers are separately listed in most
company tariffs, the inclusion of a uniform billing requirement in the
proposed rule will serve only to cause carriers to make additional
requests to amend the list of waivers to include section (1), but will
not result in any greater billing clarity. Therefore, the last sentence
of section (1) will be deleted, as set forth fully below. However, the
commission encourages the use of the phrase “Relay Missouri
Surcharge” on customer bills, so that the description is consistent
among carriers. 

COMMENT #3: Comcast asserts that the proposed rule needs to
address confidential treatment of information submitted pursuant to
the rule.
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees. Section 386.480, RSMo
2000, already provides protection of information provided to the
commission or its staff by companies to which the proposed rule
would apply. Furthermore, 4 CSR 240-3.540(4) provides a mecha-
nism whereby a telecommunications company that believes informa-
tion contained in its annual report is non-public may protect that
information by following the procedure set forth in the rule. No
change will be made as a result of this comment.

COMMENT #4: Comcast asserts that the proposed rule’s definition
of “interconnected VoIP service provider” should be the same as in
section 386.020(23) RSMo 2000.  
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees. The proposed rule does not
contain a definition of “interconnected VoIP service provider”; as
such, the statutory definition fully applies. No change will be made
as a result of this comment.

COMMENT #5: In support of the proposed language, staff com-
ments that the definition of “location” is necessary to prevent confu-
sion and disparate treatment as the statute limits application of the
surcharge to no more than one hundred (100) lines per location.
RESPONSE: The commission agrees. No change is necessitated by
this comment.

COMMENT #6: In support of the proposed language, staff com-
ments that clarification that the surcharge is not subject to tax, as set
forth in section 209.255, RSMo 2000, is necessary.
RESPONSE: The commission agrees. No change is necessitated by
this comment.

COMMENT #7: In support of the proposed language, staff com-
ments that reiteration of the de minimus exception, as set forth in sec-
tion 209.257, RSMo 2000, is necessary.
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RESPONSE: The commission agrees. No change is necessitated by
this comment.

COMMENT #8: In support of the proposed language, staff com-
ments that establishment of a deadline for remitting the surcharge is
reasonable and necessary to limit disparate treatment and to assist in
enforcing the remittance obligation.
RESPONSE: The commission agrees. No change is necessitated by
this comment.

COMMENT #9: Staff questions the ability of the commission to
assess a one and one-half percent (1.5%) late fee on delinquent
remittances.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: Section
209.255.1, RSMo 2000, allows the commission to establish a rate
recovery mechanism to recover the costs of implementing and main-
taining the program. As those carriers who make untimely remit-
tances, or fail to remit, raise the cost incurred to maintain the fund,
it would seem reasonable to establish a mechanism by which those
carriers that increase the costs are responsible for paying those costs.
However, the same section further provides that the commission
“shall not vary the amount of the surcharge between telephone com-
panies. . .” In light of the requirement that all companies remit the
same amount per access line, the late fee cannot be implemented
without additional statutory clarification from the legislature.
Therefore, subsections (4)(A), (B), and (C) will be deleted as set
forth below.

COMMENT #10: Staff comments that the proposed rule provides
that the Relay Missouri Statement information will be located at a
stated location on the commission’s website. Staff believes that lan-
guage should be removed from the rule to allow the information to
be placed at multiple locations on the commission’s website.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The proposed
deletion in section (5) is reasonable, and the location language will
be removed, as fully set forth below.

COMMENT #11: In support of the proposed language, staff com-
ments that it is important to clarify in the rule that companies that
are not required to remit surcharge funds need not submit the Relay
Missouri Statement.
RESPONSE: The commission agrees. No change is necessitated by
this comment.

COMMENT #12: Comcast asserts that proposed section (8) pre-
cludes submission of the information required therein through an
affiliated competitive local exchange telecommunications company,
as is presently permitted. Staff notes that proposed section (7) specif-
ically allows remittance through an affiliate, as long as separate Relay
Missouri Statements, for each remitting company, are provided.
RESPONSE: The commission agrees with staff. To the extent that
annual reports are presently filed by affiliates on a consolidated
basis, nothing in section (8) precludes such a filing. However, such
consolidated reports will be required to separately identify the infor-
mation required in section (8). No change is necessitated by this
comment.

COMMENT #13: The VON Coalition asserts that the commission
lacks the authority to regulate VoIP providers, that the commission
cannot ascertain the jurisdictional nature of calls made over VoIP net-
works, and that the FCC has indicated that states cannot regulate
VoIP services or providers. Any attempted regulation is contrary to
public policy in that it would stifle consumer benefits and slow
broadband deployment.
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with the VON Coalition’s
characterization of the FCC’s recent decisions, as they are neither as

sweeping nor as definitive as the VON Coalition asserts. The appli-
cation of the surcharge has absolutely nothing to do with the juris-
dictional nature of the communications made in any given account.
No review as to the jurisdictional nature of the underlying use of the
line is made by any company, nor is intrastate use a prerequisite to
assessment by either the FCC or the Missouri legislature under sec-
tion 209.251, et seq.

In addition, the commission notes that section 392.550, RSMo,
gives it specific authority to require VoIP providers to collect and
remit the Relay Missouri Surcharge.

No change is necessitated by this comment.

COMMENT #14: The VON Coalition asserts that applying a sur-
charge is sometimes impossible to assess, when some members of the
VON Coalition do not render monthly bills to their service sub-
scribers, and some members render no bills.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: It is clear from
the VON Coalition’s comments that some VoIP providers do not
charge anything after the initial fee, but some render bills annually
or some other regularly scheduled billing other than monthly. For
those providers who do render bills, an assessment equal to the sur-
charge for each month of service shall be applied. This amount,
assuming it is greater than the de minimus exception, shall be remit-
ted to the commission within thirty (30) days after the last day of the
calendar month in which the surcharge was collected. For those
providers who do not render any bill after the initial service fee, as
they cannot assess the surcharge, the de minimus exemption applies.
Section (3) will be amended accordingly, as set forth below.

4 CSR 240-33.170 Relay Missouri Surcharge Billing and
Collections Standards 

(1) A telecommunications company providing basic local telecom-
munications service or an interconnected Voice-over-Internet
Protocol service provider shall apply a monthly surcharge to each
customer bill as described in this rule.

(3) Pursuant to section 209.257, RSMo 2000, a company shall
deduct and retain a certain portion of the total surcharge amount col-
lected each month to recover the billing, collecting, remitting, and
administrative costs attributed to the surcharge. The amount a com-
pany may retain is known as the “retention amount” and is deter-
mined by order of the Missouri Public Service Commission (com-
mission) during a surcharge review. If the monthly amount collected
is equal to or less than a minimum flat dollar retention amount set by
the commission, the company may simply retain the amount collect-
ed from the surcharge. In such situations, the company will not be
reimbursed for the difference between the surcharge revenue collect-
ed and the minimum retention amount. For companies that bill on a
cycle other than monthly, an assessment equal to the surcharge for
each month of service shall be applied to customers’ bills, so that the
remittance to the fund would be the same as if the customers were
billed on a monthly basis. 

(4) After deducting the retention amount described in section (3), the
net revenue collected from the surcharge shall be remitted to the
commission no later than thirty (30) days after the last day of the cal-
endar month in which the surcharges were collected.

(5) A company shall compile and submit to the commission a month-
ly Relay Missouri Statement when remitting surcharge revenues pur-
suant to section (4) above. The form for compiling the Relay
Missouri Statement is electronically available on the commission’s
website. The Relay Missouri Statement shall include the following
information: 
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Title 8—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Division 10—Division of Employment Security
Chapter 5—Appeals

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Division of Employment Security
under section 288.190, RSMo Supp. 2008, and section 288.220.5,
RSMo 2000, the division withdraws a proposed amendment as fol-
lows: 

8 CSR 10-5.010 Appeals to an Appeals Tribunal is withdrawn.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on October 15,
2008 (33 MoReg 1865–1866). This proposed amendment is with-
drawn.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: The division received six (6) com-
ments on the proposed amendment.  The Joint Committee on
Administrative Rules held a hearing on February 12, 2009.  
RESPONSE: As a result, the department is withdrawing this pro-
posed amendment. 

COMMENT #1: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested that the wording “and, or, their representative or agent” be
added to subsection (2)(B). The individuals state that without the
additional language attorneys, agents, and other representatives can-
not appear on behalf of parties.  
RESPONSE: The term representative is defined in subsection (2)(G)
of the proposed amendment to this rule. Representatives act on behalf
of a party with regard to an unemployment appeal.  As a representa-
tive of a party, an agent, employer representative, or an attorney
could appear and participate in an appeal hearing. The comments
will be considered in a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #2: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state the proposed change to subsection (2)(F)
including the Division of Employment Security as a party to hearings
before the division’s appeals tribunal exceeds the regulation authori-
ty granted to the division by the legislature. The individuals state that
nowhere in Chapter 288, RSMo, is the division given the authority
to expand the definition of party. They state further that sections
288.070, 288.130, and 288.160, RSMo, identify the employers,
claimants, and employing units who may be parties to the appeals
process. The individuals note that the first mention of the division
being a “party” is in section 288.200.1, RSMo.  
RESPONSE:  In the case Haggard v. Division of Employment
Security, 238 S.W.3d 151, 154-55 (Mo. banc 2007) the Missouri
Supreme Court indicated that the Division of Employment Security
is entitled to representation before the division’s appeals tribunal.  In
the case Dubinsky Bothers, Inc. v. Industrial Commission of
Missouri, 373 S.W.2d 9, 13-14 (Mo. banc 1963) the Missouri
Supreme Court held that the division had an independent right of
appeal because it was charged with administration of the employment
security law and charged with defending the unemployment trust
fund.  Appeals referees are representatives of the Division of
Employment Security designated by the division director to serve on
an appeals tribunal.  Section 288.030.1(24), RSMo. Further, section
288.190.3, RSMo, provides that, unless appealed, the decision of the
appeals tribunal is deemed the final decision of the division.  Based
upon the foregoing, the division is clearly a party to proceedings
before the appeals tribunal. The comments will be considered in a
future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #3: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state that the proposed change to subsection

(2)(E) defining participant is unnecessary and confusing.  They state
that the regulation is drastically simplified by leaving the term “par-
ticipant” out completely, and simplifying terms to only “parties, wit-
nesses, representatives, and agents.” Additionally, the individuals
state that the term “participant” as a term of art is without authority
in the statutes referenced, 288.190, RSMo Supp. 2008, and
288.200.5, RSMo.  They also state that “use of the term ‘participant’
rather than the more specific terms ‘party,’ ‘representative,’ ‘witness,’
or ‘agent’ creates rights and consequences not contemplated by law
and inconsistent with the provisions of Chapter 288, RSMo.” They
state that “only parties defined by statute have rights granted by those
statutes and the division does not have authority to extend those
rights to others.”
RESPONSE:  The use of the term “participant” simplifies the rules.
The term is defined one (1) time and may be used to refer to any enti-
ty or individual taking part in a hearing.  It is simpler to refer to par-
ticipant instead of referring to all entities and individuals to which the
provision applies such as “party, representative, agent, and witness.”
Additionally, the term “participants” may be used to refer collective-
ly to all of these individuals and entities.  Furthermore, the Division
of Employment Security has regulatory authority to define the term
participant with regard to hearings before the appeals tribunal.
Section 288.190.2, RSMo, provides that the conduct of hearings
shall be in accordance with regulations prescribed by the division and
such regulations do not have to conform to common law, statutory
rules of evidence, or technical rules of procedure. Finally, the rule is
procedural in nature.  The rule does not extend or confer substantive
rights in contravention of Chapter 288, RSMo. The comments will
be considered in a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #4: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke noted that the proposed change to subsection
(2)(J) limits the term witnesses to those who testify. They indicate
that witnesses endorsed on the telephone register and individuals who
are not called to testify because their testimony is repetitive or imma-
terial are still witnesses. The individuals state that the proposed
change to subsection (2)(J) creates an absurd result and is contrary to
the case Houcks v. American Food and Vending Enterprises, Inc.,
247 S.W.3d 66.  
RESPONSE: The Division of Employment Security has regulatory
authority to define the term witness with regard to hearings before
the appeals tribunal. Section 288.190.2, RSMo, provides that the
conduct of hearings shall be in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the division. Parties routinely list individuals on the tele-
phone register who are not competent to be witnesses and who could
never serve as a witness in the hearing.  Furthermore, the proposed
amendment to subsection (2)(J) is not contrary to the case Houcks v.
American Food and Vending Enterprises, Inc., 247 S.W.3d 66 (Mo.
App. 2008). The court in Houcks v. American Food and Vending
Enterprises, Inc. did not construe a division rule. The issue decided
by the Houcks v. American Food and Vending Enterprises, Inc. court
was whether the claimant had preserved her due process claim. The
comments will be considered in a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #5: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the proposed change to subsection (3)(A) permitting an
employee of an employing unit to file an appeal is contrary to
Missouri Supreme Court Rule 5.29 which requires that the employ-
ee be in the full-time employment of the entity and in a managerial
capacity. They also note that the same language is used in the pro-
posed change to subsection (3)(D).  
RESPONSE: In the case Reed v. Labor and Industrial Relations
Commission, 789 S.W.2d 19, 22-23 (Mo. banc 1990), the Missouri
Supreme Court recognized the different degree of legal skill and
knowledge required in hearings before the division’s appeals tribunal
and beyond.  Based upon the court’s decision in Reed v. Labor and
Industrial Relations Commission, it appears that the filing of an
appeal to the appeals tribunal does not fall within Missouri Supreme
Court Rule 5.29 regarding representation in an employment security
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proceeding. Therefore, an employee of an employing unit may file an
appeal to the appeals tribunal.  The comments will be considered in
a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #6: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke noted that the requirement in subsection (3)(A)
that an appeal be signed is contrary to current case law, citing Rector
v. Kelly, 183 S.W.3d 256.  
RESPONSE: In the case Rector v. Kelly, 183 S.W.3d 256 (Mo. App.
2005), the Missouri Court of Appeals held that, due to inconsisten-
cies in the Division of Employment Security’s rules, appeals to the
division’s appeals tribunal were not required to be signed by the
appealing party. The comments will be considered in a future pro-
posed amendment. 

Title 8—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Division 10—Division of Employment Security
Chapter 5—Appeals

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Division of Employment Security
under section 288.190, RSMo Supp. 2008, and section 288.220.5,
RSMo 2000, the division withdraws a proposed amendment as fol-
lows: 

8 CSR 10-5.015 Appeal Hearings and Procedures is withdrawn.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on October 15,
2008 (33 MoReg 1866–1868). This proposed amendment is with-
drawn. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: The division received thirteen (13)
comments on the proposed amendment. The Joint Committee on
Administrative Rules held a hearing on February 12, 2009. 
RESPONSE: As a result, the department is withdrawing this pro-
posed amendment. 

COMMENT #1: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke ask the question does changing the word “The”
to “A” in subsection (1)(C) mean that anyone who is a hearing offi-
cer may take those actions or should it be “the” hearing officer to
whom the case is assigned and who will be evaluated under the fed-
eral criteria on decisions such as this?  
RESPONSE:  Generally, the hearing officer assigned to the case will
take the actions set forth in subsection (1)(C). However, if the
assigned hearing officer is not available or the case has not been
assigned to a hearing officer, any hearing officer, such as the super-
vising hearing officer, may schedule the case for an in-person hear-
ing.  The comments will be considered in a future proposed amend-
ment.

COMMENT #2: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke ask the question, given the use of the word
“participant” in the proposed amendment to subsection (1)(D), is the
location or manner of scheduling to depend upon the location of par-
ties or the location of participants, such as witnesses, or attorneys?
They state that this creates the possibility of additional calls, the
amount of public cost for which could, and reasonably would, exceed
five hundred dollars ($500). Further, Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke,
and Bonnie Keaton state that the word “participant” needs to be
removed and replaced with the word “party.”  The individuals also
state that the wording of the subsection needs clarification as to
whether the subsection is referring to aerial miles or driving miles.  
RESPONSE:  The amendment to subsection (1)(D) would allow any

participant in a hearing to appear by telephone if the participant is
located more than fifty (50) miles from the hearing site.  This is con-
sistent with the division’s current practice to allow parties and wit-
nesses located more than fifty (50) miles from the hearing site to par-
ticipate in the hearing by telephone.  The amendment brings the rule
into conformity with current division practice. Therefore, the amend-
ment will not result in additional telephone calls and higher public
costs.  Furthermore, the word mile as used in the rule would have its
plain and ordinary meaning.  Therefore, further clarification of the
subsection is not necessary. The comments will be considered in a
future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #3: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state with regard to the proposed amendment
to section (5) that delaying the mailing of the copies of the file until
the notice of hearing is mailed increases the potential for postpone-
ment requests and results in the failure to meet time lapse and the
loss of hearing slots.  The individuals further state that the public
costs exceed five hundred dollars ($500).  
RESPONSE: Currently, in particular types of cases, it is the divi-
sion’s practice to mail copies of the documents in the appeals file to
the parties with the notice of hearing.  This practice has not resulted
in an increase in postponement requests.  Furthermore, the division’s
current rules under 8 CSR 10-5.015(1) require the division to pro-
vide copies of the documents in the appeals file to the parties. The
proposed amendment merely changes the timing of that mailing.
Therefore, the proposed amendment will not increase the public
costs. The comments will be considered in a future proposed amend-
ment.

COMMENT #4: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested a wording change to the proposed amendment to section
(5). The individuals request that the wording of the section be
changed to read “Notice of Hearing shall be mailed . . . attorney who
has entered their appearance, and any authorized agent who has a
properly submitted authorization from a party.”  The individuals fur-
ther request that the word “will” in the last sentence of the section
be changed to “shall.”  
RESPONSE:  The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of the section.  Additionally, the requested wording change
would not enhance the clarity of the section.  The comments will be
considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #5: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the proposed change to section (7) is unnecessary and sub-
ject to abuse by the parties and hearing officers.  The individuals
state that the parties are given notice of the appeal and a copy of the
appeals tribunal hearing pamphlet. They state that the pamphlet
advises parties to begin preparing their cases immediately.
Therefore, there should be no excuse for a party to fail to have his or
her evidence available when the notice of hearing arrives so that the
evidence can be timely supplied as instructed.  The individuals state
that the new language provides an additional means to abuse the sys-
tem, create additional delays, postponements, and continuances.  
RESPONSE:  The proposed amendment of section (7) acknowledges
that there are times in which, despite his or her good faith and dili-
gent effort, a party is unable to timely supply evidence to the hear-
ing officer and all parties prior to the hearing. In those situations, the
hearing officer will have the discretion to grant the party a continu-
ance of the hearing.  To obtain such a continuance, the party will
have to demonstrate that he or she made a good faith and diligent
effort to supply the evidence in a timely manner.  Given the required
showing, such continuances should be infrequently granted by the
hearing officers. The comments will be considered in a future pro-
posed amendment.

COMMENT #6: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state that the proposed amendment to subsec-
tion (9)(A) is contrary to Missouri Supreme Court Rule 5.29(c).
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They state that, under Missouri law, the phrase “other business enti-
ty authorized by law” includes sole proprietors.  
RESPONSE: The individuals do not specifically set forth the
Missouri law, court cases, or statutes to which they are referring.
Sole proprietors are individuals. Missouri Supreme Court Rule
5.29(b) pertains to the representation of individuals in employment
security proceedings. The proposed amendment to subsection (9)(A)
is consistent with Missouri Supreme Court Rule 5.29. The comments
will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #7: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the language in subsection (9)(C) is in conflict with earlier
changes made in 8 CSR 10-5.010.  
RESPONSE: The individuals do not specifically identify the pro-
posed changes to 8 CSR 10-5.010 that they are referencing.  Section
(9) pertains to participation and representation in hearings before the
division’s appeals tribunal.  Representation in hearings before the
appeals tribunal constitutes the practice of law in the state of
Missouri. See Haggard v. Division of Employment Security, 238
S.W.3d 151 (Mo. banc 2007). The language used in subsection
(9)(C) is consistent with Missouri Supreme Court Rule 5.29 regard-
ing representation before the appeals tribunal.  The comments will be
considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #8: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke note that under the proposed amendment to
subsection (9)(E) employer representatives are not required to file an
intent to represent.  However, attorneys are required to file an entry
of appearance and agents are required to file an authorization signed
by the claimant or sole proprietor. The individuals ask why are
employer representatives treated differently? The individuals state
that the reason for requiring any representative to give notice of their
intent to participate is to give the division the proper point of contact
and alert the representative to prepare in a timely manner and know
what their role as a representative entails. They assert that the
requirement reduces the length and costs of hearings.  However, they
acknowledge that no data exists to support this assertion.  Finally, the
individuals state that the proposed change removes the appearance
that all parties are treated the same with similar expectations.
RESPONSE: Employer representatives are not treated the same as
agents and attorneys because they are not similarly situated. Pursuant
to Missouri Supreme Court Rule 5.29, employer representatives must
be officers or full-time managerial employees of the business entity.
This fact puts the employer representatives in a different position
than agents and attorneys.  Generally, the employers, as business enti-
ties, must be represented in every case.  Conversely, as individuals,
claimants may represent themselves.  Claimants do not have to
appear through a representative.  Therefore, the requirement to file a
notice of intent to represent placed a disproportionate burden on
employers.  In addition, the requirement created a significant amount
of confusion among employers. Finally, the requirement to file a
notice of intent to represent did not create efficiencies for the divi-
sion in setting cases.  The comments will be considered in a future
proposed amendment.

COMMENT #9: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the language in subsection (9)(F) is in conflict with earlier
changes made in 8 CSR 10-5.010 and 8 CSR 10-5.015.  
RESPONSE: The individuals do not specifically identify the pro-
posed changes to 8 CSR 10-5.010 and 8 CSR 10-5.015 that they are
referencing. The proposed change to subsection (9)(F) deletes the
phrase “notice of intent” and replaces the phrase with the term
“authorization.” The proposed change is consistent with other pro-
posed changes to 8 CSR 10-5.010 and 8 CSR 10-5.015. The com-
ments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #10:  Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested a change in the wording of the proposed amendment to sub-

section (9)(G). The individuals request that the word “participants”
be removed and replaced with the phrase “witnesses, representatives,
and agents.” They also state paragraph (9)(G)8. should begin with
the word “Anyone” instead of “Any participant.”  
RESPONSE:  The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of the subsection. Additionally, the requested wording
change would not enhance the clarity of the subsection.  The com-
ments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #11: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state that addition of the phrase “to which an
objection has been made” in the proposed amendment to paragraph
(10)(B)4. will lead to the admission of repetitive, irrelevant, and priv-
ileged evidence where no objection is made. They state that the pro-
posed amendment will prolong hearings and increase transcript costs.
Further, the individuals state that the proposed amendment is con-
trary to federal requirements for appeal hearings.  In addition, Robert
E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton requested a change in the
wording of the proposed amendment to subsection (10)(B).  The indi-
viduals request that the wording in paragraph (10)(B)4. to read “A
party, attorney, representative, or agent may advise . . ..”  
RESPONSE: The current rule appears to require the hearing officer
to make a formal ruling regarding the admissibility of every piece of
evidence presented at the hearing. The proposed amendment clarifies
that the hearing officer is required to make a formal ruling regarding
the admissibility of evidence to which an objection has been made by
a party or representative. The proposed amendment does not alter the
sentence in paragraph (10)(B)4. regarding the inadmissibility of irrel-
evant, immaterial, privileged, or unduly repetitious evidence. As
such the proposed amendment is in conformity with federal require-
ments regarding unemployment insurance appeal hearings.  In addi-
tion, the proposed amendment will not prolong hearings or increase
transcription costs. Lastly, the requested wording change to para-
graph (10)(B)4. would not affect the substance of the paragraph.
Additionally, the requested wording change would not enhance the
clarity of the paragraph. The comments will be considered in a future
proposed amendment.

COMMENT #12: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested a change in the wording of the proposed amendment to sub-
section (11)(B). The individuals request that the word “participants”
be removed and replaced with the phrase “parties, attorney, repre-
sentatives, agents, or witnesses.”  
RESPONSE: The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of the subsection. Additionally, the requested wording
change would not enhance the clarity of the subsection. The com-
ments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #13: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested a change in the wording of the proposed amendment to sub-
section (11)(C).  The individuals state that the added language is con-
fusing and needs to be simplified. They also request that the phrase
“but in any event” be changed to read “but no later than.”  
RESPONSE: The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of the subsection (11)(C). Further the proposed amend-
ment to subsection (11)(C) is sufficiently clear as to be understand-
able to an ordinary person. Additionally, the requested wording
change would not enhance the clarity of the subsection.  The com-
ments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

Title 8—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Division 10—Division of Employment Security
Chapter 5—Appeals

ORDER OF RULEMAKING
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By the authority vested in the Division of Employment Security
under section 288.190, RSMo Supp. 2008, and section 288.220.5,
RSMo 2000, the division withdraws a proposed amendment as fol-
lows:  

8 CSR 10-5.030 Telephone Hearings Before an Appeals Tribunal
is withdrawn.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on October 15,
2008 (33 MoReg 1868–1869). This proposed amendment is with-
drawn.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: The division received fourteen (14)
comments on the proposed amendment. The Joint Committee on
Administrative Rules held a hearing on February 12, 2009.
RESPONSE:  As a result, the department is withdrawing this pro-
posed amendment. 

COMMENT #1: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the listed purpose itself is incorrect and inconsistent with
the actions taken in the prior sections.  
RESPONSE:  It is assumed that the comment is directed at the pur-
pose statement for the proposed amendment.  The purpose statement
for the amendment accurately reflects the purpose of the amendment.
No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this comment.  

COMMENT #2: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke stated that the deletion of the provision in sub-
section (1)(A) regarding the mailing of copies of documents in the
appeals file to the parties would save a significant amount of money.
The individuals state that the fiscal note showing a public cost of less
than five hundred dollars ($500) is inaccurate.  The individuals noted
that, pursuant to 8 CSR 10-2.020, claimants are currently entitled to
copies of material necessary to prepare for the hearing without cost
to the claimants.  However, employers and employing units are not
entitled to copies of those documents without cost.  Therefore, dele-
tion of the provision to mail copies of documents from the appeals
file to the parties would place the procedure in the same status as was
the case when hearings were conducted in person.  
RESPONSE: Pursuant to Missouri and federal law, the division must
afford all parties to an appeal a reasonable opportunity for a fair
hearing (section 288.190, RSMo, and 42 U.S.C. 503). To ensure
that all parties to a telephone hearing have the opportunity for a fair
hearing, all parties to the case and the hearing officer must have
copies of the same documents and material in their possession at the
time of the hearing.  Therefore, it is necessary for the division to
mail copies of documents from the appeals file to all parties in the
case.  Currently, 8 CSR 10-5.015(1) requires the division to provide
copies of documents from the appeals file to the parties in each case.
The amendment changes the timing of that mailing.  The amendment
does not increase the public cost.  The comments will be considered
in a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #3: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke stated that the proposed change to subsection
(1)(A) will increase confusion during the hearing in narrowing the
issues, as irrelevant documentation is always included in the contents
of the file and is always mailed to the parties.  Further, the individ-
uals state that the terms “contents,” “appeals file,” and “with the
notice of hearing” should be defined.  
RESPONSE: The appeals file is assembled by employees of the Divi-
sion of Employment Security.  Generally, an appeals file contains
documents relevant to the issue that was appealed.  Currently, pur-
suant to 8 CSR 10-5.015(1), the division mails copies of those doc-
uments to the parties in each case.  The amendment changes the tim-
ing of that mailing. Therefore, the amendment will not increase con-
fusion in the hearings. Further, the rule is sufficiently clear to inform

the parties as to the procedure followed by the division. The com-
ments will be considered in a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #4: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the amendment to subsection (1)(A) will exclude anyone
appearing in a representative capacity from being able to use copies
of the documents the division mails parties.  They further state that
the term “party” is specifically defined as not including representa-
tives, agents, or attorneys. They maintain that the amendment is spe-
cific and you cannot read into the law that which is not written.  The
individuals also state that the automatic use of the documents will
also increase hearing time and costs to the state.  
RESPONSE: Representatives of parties are acting on behalf of the
parties, and, as such, the representatives will be able to offer, as
exhibits, the documents mailed to the parties by the division.
Furthermore, section 288.190.2, RSMo, requires the appeals tri-
bunal to include in the record and consider as evidence all records of
the division that are material to the issues in the hearing.  The
amendment to subsection (1)(A) is consistent with this existing statu-
tory requirement and, therefore, the amendment will not increase
hearing times or public costs. The comments will be considered in a
future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #5: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the term “known representatives” as used in subsection
(1)(B) has no meaning.  The individuals ask what is the problem with
using the language on the notice of telephone hearing regarding mail-
ing potential exhibits to the address and referee listed on the front of
the notice.  The individuals further state that “claimants should not
be mailing copies to actuaries.”
RESPONSE:  The term “representative” is defined in section (2) of
rule 8 CSR 10-5.010.  A representative is acting on behalf of a party
to the case.  Therefore, the amendment requires the other parties to
mail copies of potential exhibits to any such representative of which
the parties have knowledge.  The language in the proposed amend-
ment clearly apprises the parties of their responsibility to fax, mail,
or deliver copies of potential exhibits to representatives of which the
parties have knowledge.  Furthermore, pursuant to Missouri Supreme
Court Rule 5.29, an actuarial firm cannot represent a party in an
employment security proceeding before the Division of Employment
Security.  Therefore, an actuarial firm does not fall within the defin-
ition of “representative” in section (2) of rule 8 CSR 10-5.010.  The
comments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #6: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that the language in subsection (1)(C) is not consistent with
other language in the regulations and, therefore, the purpose as
described.  
RESPONSE:  The individuals do not set forth or reference any such
inconsistent language.  The change to subsection (1)(C) is consistent
with the language used in rest of the amendment.  The change to sub-
section (1)(C) is also consistent with the purpose statement of the
amendment.  The comments will be considered in a future proposed
amendment.

COMMENT #7:  Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
stated that the added language in subsection (2)(B) is not necessary
and defeats the purpose by adding the verbiage. The individuals
requested that the wording of subsection (2)(B) be changed to read,
“. . . shall not be binding on other parties, who may present evidence
by telephone.”  The individuals state that “‘party’ is defined; ‘to the
proceeding’ is redundant.”  
RESPONSE:  The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of subsection (2)(B).  Additionally, the requested wording
change would not enhance the clarity of the subsection.  The change
to subsection (2)(B) is also consistent with the purpose statement of
the proposed amendment.  The comments will be considered in a
future proposed amendment. 
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COMMENT #8: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
stated that the first occurrence of the word “telephone” in subsection
(2)(C) is unnecessary since the sentence already includes information
the number was provided for the telephone hearing.  
RESPONSE:  The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of subsection section (2)(C).  Additionally, the requested
wording change would not enhance the clarity of the subsection.  The
comments will be considered in a future proposed amendment. 

COMMENT #9: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state that the proposed amendment to subsec-
tion (2)(D) is contrary to case law.  
RESPONSE:  The individuals do not cite any court cases to support
their contention that the proposed amendment to subsection (2)(D) is
contrary to case law.  Section 288.190.2, RSMo, provides that the
conduct of hearings shall be in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the division and such regulations do not have to conform
to common law, statutory rules of evidence, or technical rules of pro-
cedure. The comments will be considered in a future proposed
amendment.

COMMENT #10:  Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested a change in the wording of the proposed amendment to sub-
section (2)(D). The individuals state that the wording of the proposed
amendment is confusing and contradictory within the paragraph.
They also state that the phrase “at least one” is indecisive and not
definite enough to constitute a direction as required by law.  Further,
the individuals state that the language regarding set asides of dis-
missals is redundant as dismissals are covered in 8 CSR 10-5.040.
The individuals state that subsection (2)(D) should be divided into
two (2) parts.  
RESPONSE:  The wording of the proposed amendment to subsection
(2)(D) is sufficiently clear as to be understandable by an ordinary
person.  The requested change in wording would not affect the sub-
stance of the subsection.  Additionally, the requested wording change
would not enhance the clarity of the subsection.  The comments will
be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #11:  Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested that the wording of subsection (2)(E) be changed to sim-
plify and clarify the subsection.  
RESPONSE:  The wording of the proposed amendment to subsection
(2)(E) is sufficiently clear as to be understandable by an ordinary
person.  The requested change in wording would not affect the sub-
stance of the subsection. Additionally, the requested wording change
would not enhance the clarity of the subsection.  The comments will
be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #12: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke asked whether the proposed amendment to sub-
section (2)(E) was intended to provide “all ‘participants’ access to
Workforce Development offices for hearings?” The individuals state
that “the law only requires that parties have access.”  
RESPONSE:  Missouri career centers, which are under the jurisdic-
tion of the Division of Workforce Development, are free public
employment offices.  See section 288.030.1(16), RSMo.  All partic-
ipants to unemployment insurance hearings would have access to
these free public employment offices.  The comments will be con-
sidered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT # 13:  Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E.
Jones, and Bill Froke state that the proposed change to subsection
(3)(B) will adversely affect time lapse.  
RESPONSE:  The proposed change to subsection (3)(B) should not
significantly impact case time lapse.  An objection by a party to a
witness’s use of notes to refresh his or her memory is rare.  Even if
a party did object to the witness’s use of notes to refresh his or her
memory, the hearing officer would have discretion whether or not to

continue the hearing in order for the party sponsoring the witness to
provide copies of the notes to the opposing party.  The comments will
be considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #14: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested a wording change to subsection (3)(D). The individuals
state that subsection (3)(D) should be divided into two (2) parts.  
RESPONSE:  The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of subsection (3)(D). Additionally, the requested wording
change would not enhance the clarity of the subsection. The com-
ments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

Title 8—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Division 10—Division of Employment Security
Chapter 5—Appeals

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Division of Employment Security
under section 288.190, RSMo Supp. 2008, and section 288.220.5,
RSMo 2000, the division withdraws a proposed amendment as fol-
lows: 

8 CSR 10-5.040 Orders of an Appeals Tribunal is withdrawn.  

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on October 15,
2008 (33 MoReg 1869). This proposed amendment is withdrawn.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS:  The division received one (1) com-
ment on the proposed amendment. The Joint Committee on
Administrative Rules held a hearing on February 12, 2009.
RESPONSE:  As a result, the department is withdrawing this pro-
posed amendment. 

COMMENT: Bonnie Keaton, Thomas C. Williams, Robert E. Jones,
and Bill Froke state that the provision in section (2) requiring a hear-
ing on both the merits as well as the threshold issue of whether the
appellant had good cause for failing to appear at the prior hearing,
when it is clear during the hearing that the appellant cannot prevail
on the threshold issue, will result in increased costs for hearing, tran-
scripts, and personnel without producing any benefit.  The individu-
als suggest that the fiscal note pertaining to this proposed amendment
should reflect that the amendment will result in significant costs to
the public in excess of five hundred dollars ($500).  
RESPONSE: Currently, when a dismissal order of an appeals tri-
bunal is set aside due to the appellant’s failure to appear at the prior
hearing, it is the division’s practice to schedule a new hearing to take
evidence on both the threshold issue of the appellant’s failure to
appear at the prior hearing and the merits of the case. The division’s
current practice is based upon judicial economy. If the appellant
should prevail on the threshold issue, either at the appeals tribunal or
on further appeal, a decision can be issued on the merits of the case
without the parties having to attend a second hearing. The amend-
ment brings the regulation in to conformity with the division’s cur-
rent practice. Therefore, the amendment will not increase costs to
public entities. The comments will be considered in a future pro-
posed amendment.

Title 8—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Division 10—Division of Employment Security
Chapter 5—Appeals

ORDER OF RULEMAKING
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By the authority vested in the Division of Employment Security
under section 288.190, RSMo Supp. 2008, and section 288.220.5,
RSMo 2000, the division withdraws a proposed amendment as fol-
lows: 

8 CSR 10-5.050 Decisions of an Appeals Tribunal is withdrawn.  

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on October 15,
2008 (33 MoReg 1869–1870). This proposed amendment is with-
drawn. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: The division received five (5) com-
ments on the proposed amendment. The Joint Committee on
Administrative Rules held a hearing on February 12, 2009.
RESPONSE:  As a result, the department is withdrawing this pro-
posed amendment. 

COMMENT #1: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested that the word “competent” be added before the word “evi-
dence” in section (2).  
RESPONSE: The word “competent” is unnecessary.  Section 18 of
Article V of the Missouri Constitution requires administrative deci-
sions, where a hearing is required by law, to be supported by com-
petent and substantial evidence on the whole record.  Subsection 3 of
section 288.190, RSMo, requires the Division of Employment
Security’s appeals tribunal to provide parties with a reasonable
opportunity for a fair hearing. Therefore, the decisions are constitu-
tionally required to be supported by competent and substantial evi-
dence on the whole record. The comments will be considered in a
future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #2: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested that the wording of section (3) be changed to read, “and
the method by which to file the Application.”  
RESPONSE:  The requested change in wording would not affect the
substance of the section.  Additionally, the requested wording change
would not enhance the clarity of the section.  The comments will be
considered in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #3: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
requested that the wording of section (5) be changed to “remove the
wordiness, simplify, and clarify” the section.  The individuals fur-
ther requested that the placement of the sentences within the section
be changed.  
RESPONSE:  The wording of section (5) of the proposed amendment
is sufficiently clear as to be understandable to an ordinary person.
The requested change in wording would not affect the substance of
the section. Additionally, the requested wording change would not
enhance the clarity of the section.  The comments will be considered
in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #4: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
noted that section (5) does not contain a requirement of any cause to
set aside a decision. The individuals stated that “at a minimum, a
prima facia showing of good cause should be required.”  
RESPONSE:  Subsections 3 and 4 of section 288.190, RSMo, grant
the Division of Employment Security’s appeals tribunal, on its own
motion or the motion of a party, the authority to reconsider any deci-
sion.  In addition, those subsections set forth the standard for grant-
ing reconsideration. The appeals tribunal may reconsider a decision
“when it appears that such reconsideration is essential to the accom-
plishment of the object and purpose” of the employment security law.
Therefore, it is unnecessary to set forth a standard for setting aside a
decision in section (5) of the rule.  The comments will be considered
in a future proposed amendment.

COMMENT #5: Robert E. Jones, Bill Froke, and Bonnie Keaton
state that section (5) “will result in additional hearings and costs.”
The individuals further state that “a fiscal note appears to be in order
as the costs will exceed $500 in the aggregate.”  
RESPONSE:  Section (5) of the rule will not increase the number of
hearings or increase the costs to private or public entities.
Subsections 3 and 4 of section 288.190, RSMo, grants the Division
of Employment Security’s appeals tribunal the authority to reconsid-
er any decision.  Section (5) of the rule is consistent with the tri-
bunal’s existing statutory authority to reconsider decisions.  The
comments will be considered in a future proposed amendment.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 1—Organization and Administration

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-1.090 Definitions is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2317–2318). No changes have been made to the
text of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publica-
tion in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. No comments were received. 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 5—Conduct of Gaming

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-5.053 Policies is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2318). No changes have been made to the text of
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the
Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. No comments were received.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 5—Conduct of Gaming

ORDER OF RULEMAKING
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By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-5.100 Chip Specifications is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2318–2319). No changes have been made to the text
of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication
in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. No comments were received.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 6—Operation of the Riverboat

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission rescinds a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-6.040 Five Hundred Dollar-Loss Limit is rescinded.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the proposed rescission
was published in the Missouri Register on December 1, 2008 (33
MoReg 2319). No changes have been made to the proposed rescis-
sion, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed rescission becomes
effective thirty (30) days after publication in the Code of State
Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
rescission was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. No comments were received.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 8—Accounting Records and Procedures; Audits 

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-8.120 Handling of Cash at Gaming Tables
is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2319–2320). No changes have been made to the text
of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication
in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. At the public hearing no com-
ments were received. Written comments were received from the
Missouri Gaming Association on behalf of the industry. 

COMMENT #1: In the written comments submitted by the Missouri
Gaming Association, they requested a change to subsection (1)(B), to
delete “in a tone of voice calculated to be heard by the patron and the
casino supervisor” and insert “to the patron and the casino supervi-
sor” in its place. Judging the tone of a dealer or box person’s voice
would be extremely difficult and subject to interpretation. This
should be left up to each individual property.
RESPONSE: Portions of the rule addressed in this comment were not
included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the commis-
sion. The commission recommends this issue be addressed in a sep-
arate amendment at a later date. No changes have been made to the
rule as a result of this comment.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 9—Internal Control System

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-9.010 Definition of Licensee is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2320). No changes have been made to the text of
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the
Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. No comments were received.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 9—Internal Control System

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-9.020 is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2320). The section with changes is reprinted here.
This proposed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after
publication in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. At the public hearing no com-
ments were received. Written comments were received from the
Missouri Gaming Association (MGA) on behalf of the industry.

COMMENT #1: MGA requested a change to section (1). Section (1)
restricts a licensee to carrying out said regulation only if directed by
the commission to do so. The industry would like the phrase “if so
directed by the commission” to be deleted from section (1).
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE:  The commis-
sion agrees to clarify the intent of the language in section (1). This
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change expanded the definition of licensee to allow the commission
to require licensees, other than Class B licensees, to submit internal
controls.  

COMMENT #2: MGA in their written comments requested the dele-
tion of the new language in subsection (1)(C). The industry feels this
has the potential of facilitating a process that permits properties to be
treated differently. 
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with this comment. The
commission shall require licensees, other than Class B licensees, to
establish internal controls when appropriate in order to monitor their
procedures.  No change was made.

11 CSR 45-9.020 Objectives of an Internal Control System

(1) Each Class B licensee and other licensees as directed by the com-
mission shall establish an internal control system that includes the
following: 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 9—Internal Control System

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-9.030 is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2320–2322). Those sections with changes are
reprinted here. Additionally, changes have been made to the
Minimum Internal Control Standards (MICS) as adopted by refer-
ence in this rule. This proposed amendment becomes effective thir-
ty (30) days after publication in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. At the public hearing no com-
ments were received. Written comments were received from the
Missouri Gaming Association (MGA) and commission staff.

General Comments:
COMMENT #1: MGA in a general comment requested in the MICS
Chapters E, H, and R, that contain references to coins, coin drops,
token(s), hoppers, total fills, drop buckets, and other related terms
no longer relevant be deleted throughout the MICS, as appropriate.
RESPONSE: The portions of the rule addressed in the comment
were not included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the
commission.  No changes have been made to the rule as a result of
this comment. The commission agrees with all comments and they
shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapters E, H, and R rewrite.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter B:
COMMENT #2: MGA commented on MICS Chapter B §2.03:
There has been previous discussion on MICS Chapter B §2.03. It is
our understanding an escort can change as it is not uncommon to
have a shift change halfway through a drop. When this occurs, the
key log entry may not always reflect the escort change. In the event
that someone checks the log and discovers that the replacement’s
name is missing, we would like the commission’s assurance that this
will not result in an infraction. The language does not appear to pro-
vide this flexibility.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-

sion has considered the comment and to preclude the misinterpreta-
tion of the requirement MICS Chapter B §2.03 has been modified. 

COMMENT #3: MGA commented on MICS Chapter B §3.01: In
this section, the requirement to include the key access list in the
internal controls (ICs) is restrictive and will result in increased emer-
gency approval requests. Please delete “and included in Chapter B of
the Internal Control System.” Also in MICS Chapter B §3.01(A)(2),
please delete the requirement to include a key identifier/stamp on the
key. It would be difficult to develop a meaningful identification sys-
tem as requested and is likely to cause significant confusion.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion has considered the comment and amended the language. The
commission disagrees with the deletion of the requirement to include
a key identifier. The key identifier is critical to key accountability—
one must be able to identify the keys.  

COMMENT #4: MGA commented on MICS Chapter B §4.02: The
language restricting issuance to the “count team lead” is concerning
as some of the smaller properties do not have a “lead.” Please add
“/or designee” after count team lead to address this.
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with this comment. The
MGC does not want to lower the standards set forth in the MICS.
These job duties should be performed by the supervisor of the count
team.  MICS Chapter A §1.06 allows for employees to perform the
duties of their supervisor as a “dual rate.” A property could address
their “staffing problems” by using this mechanism, if they designated
certain individuals as “dual-rate employees.” MICS Chapter A §1.06
details the documentation that is required. Checking out keys cannot
be used as documentation to determine who is performing as lead
count representative on a given day.  It is MGC’s expectation that one
individual shall be responsible for supervising the count team and its
activities. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this
comment.

COMMENT #5: MGA noted there are several comments related to
MICS Chapter B §7.01 as follows: (I) delete “Change Cart Key;”
(O) please further define what a “Controller Key” is; (X) delete
“Hard;” (Y) delete “Weigh Scale Calibration Key;” and (BB) is there
a need for EGD Top Box to be a sensitive key?
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion has considered the comment and considers it well-founded.  The
proposed amendment has been modified. The commission will delete
(I) Change Cart Key, (X) Hard Count Room Keys and (Y) Weigh
Scale Calibration Key. The definition of Controller Key is to adjust
progressive jackpot meters or access critical program storage media
(CPSM) game programs. The Top Box Key is needed because there
are games that have a Random Number Generator located in the Top
Box which must be secured. 

COMMENT #6: Commission staff commented on MICS Chapter B
§7.01(C) to delete the “EGD Drop Door Key” that was used to grant
access to the drop compartment, which housed coin overflow from
the above hopper. As of December 19, 2008, all Missouri casinos are
one hundred percent (100%) coinless; therefore, they do not contain
or house any coin within the drop compartment.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment and adopts the change.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter D:
COMMENT #7: MGA commented that the procedures contained in
MICS Chapter D §6.06 are inconsistent with the procedures in
MICS Chapter R. We would request one (1) procedure for all forms.  
RESPONSE: Portions of the rule addressed in the comment were not
included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the commis-
sion. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this com-
ment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter D rewrite.
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COMMENT #8: MGA’s concern in MICS Chapter D §10.04(B) is
similar to the comment previously mentioned in 11 CSR 45-
8.120(1)(B). Judging the tone of a dealer or box person’s voice would
be extremely difficult and subject to interpretation. This should be
left up to the discretion of each individual property.  
RESPONSE: The portions of the rule addressed in the comment were
not included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the com-
mission. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this
comment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter D
rewrite.

COMMENT #9: MGA requested additional language by adding “at
minimum” before “a matching wager” in MICS Chapter D §10.06.
This will allow patrons to use a coupon that exceeds the value of a
wager instead of restricting the amount to an equal wager.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment and adopts the change.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter E:
COMMENT #10: MGA noted there are several comments related to
MICS Chapter E §4.04 as follows: change the second tier jackpot
amount from “$1,200–$4,999” to “$1,200–$10,000;” delete the
third tier entirely; change the fourth tier jackpot amount from
“$10,000.01–$24,999” to “$10,000.01–$49,999.99;” and change
the fifth tier jackpot amount from “$25,000 +” to “$50,000 +”
RESPONSE: The portions of the rule addressed in the comment were
not included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the com-
mission. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this
comment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter E
rewrite.

COMMENT #11: MGA requested a change in MICS Chapter E
§4.12 which specifies a position above slot supervisor to sign over-
rides. Please add “/or designee” after “slot supervisor” as some of
the smaller properties do not have the staffing to keep a position
above a slot supervisor on the clock at all times.
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with this comment. A casi-
no may write in for a variance to allow another position to be able to
sign overrides. Overrides have to be controlled at a high level of
supervision.  No changes have been made to the rule as a result of
this comment.

COMMENT #12: MGA commented in MICS Chapter E §11.02(D),
slot wallets contain no more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and
can be used to pay out on jackpots under five thousand dollars
($5,000).  Please increase the payout ability to ten thousand dollars
($10,000) to be consistent with the maximum dollar value in the slot
wallet.
RESPONSE: Portions of the rule addressed in the comment were not
included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the commis-
sion. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this com-
ment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter E rewrite.

COMMENT #13: MGA commented in MICS Chapter E §14.27
“Section” G needs to be changed to “Chapter” G.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment and adopts the change in Chapter E
§14.27, and also makes the same change in Chapter E §16.21.

COMMENT #14: MGA commented—after previous discussion on
the removal of MICS Chapter E §14.34—we would like to reiterate
our desire to restore our ability to utilize cashier generated tickets.
MGA is willing to discuss options that could provide acceptable con-
trols to ensure transparency. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion has considered the comment and decided to allow cashier gen-
erated tickets in limited circumstances. The commission amended the
language to add limits of minimum amounts that can be generated.

The increased limit will be able to trigger a Multiple Transaction Log
(MTL).  

COMMENT #15: MGA requested in MICS Chapter E §15.06, the
word “critical” needs to be removed from “critical sensitive keys.”
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment, since the word “critical” was
removed throughout MICS Chapter B, and adopts the change.

COMMENT #16: MGA commented that currently, MICS Chapter E
§15.09 states the maximum ticket value that can be paid out by a
kiosk is one thousand dollars ($1,000) in U.S. currency.  We would
like to see an increased amount.
RESPONSE: Portions of the rule addressed in the comment were not
included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the commis-
sion. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this com-
ment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter E rewrite.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter H:
COMMENT #17: MGA questioned a statement in MICS Chapter H
§5.05. If there is more than one (1) main bank cashier working dur-
ing a shift, each cashier shall participate in the incoming count and
the outgoing count for that shift.  We feel this should be left up to
each individual property as there will be instances that an employee
is not able to complete his/her shift due to illness, which could result
in an infraction according to this language.  In addition, this removes
the flexibility to cut back on staffing needs during a slot shift.
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with this comment, as it fur-
ther clarifies existing regulations and expectations for main bank
accountability. No change was made.  

COMMENT #18: MGA requested a change in MICS Chapter H
§13.02. Currently, chips, tokens and tickets totaling up to one thou-
sand dollars ($1,000) may be redeemed by mail; we would like to see
an increased amount such as two thousand five hundred dollars
($2,500). Also, the word “tokens” needs to be removed as previous-
ly mentioned in a generalized request.
RESPONSE: The portions of the rule addressed in the comment were
not included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the com-
mission. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of this
comment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter H
rewrite.

COMMENT #19: MGA commented about a previous discussion on
MICS Chapter H §15.03, which deals with generic real rewards.
Currently, marketing employees do not have access to the main bank.
However, the language indicates if the coupons are stored in the main
bank, they shall be locked in a secure area and the key to the area
must be only accessible to marketing employees. This is conflicting.
We would request that for properties choosing to store their coupons
in the main bank, marketing employees be afforded an ability to
access the main bank with an acceptable security escort.
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with the comments.
Properties that choose to store their coupons in the main bank may
allow in their internal control standards marketing employees the
ability to access the main bank with an acceptable security escort. No
change was made.  

COMMENT #20: MGA commented the language contained in MICS
Chapter H §15.16 dealing with the redemption of promotional tick-
ets/coupons is excessive and creates a triple check.  Please delete the
underlined portion beginning with “The main bank . . .” and ending
with “reimbursing the cashier.”
RESPONSE: The commission disagrees with the comment since
each person involved must verify the transaction in order to have true
accountability.  

COMMENT #21: The commission staff requested cashier generated
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tickets be deleted in MICS Chapter H §16.10 and §16.11 to match
their deletion in MICS Chapter E.  
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion has considered the comment and decided to allow cashier gen-
erated tickets in limited circumstances. The commission amended the
language in MICS Chapter H §16.10 to add limits of minimum
amounts that can be generated. The increased limit will be able to
trigger a Multiple Transaction Log (MTL).

The commission will not delete the language in MICS Chapter H
§16.11. It will remain part of the rule.  

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter I:
COMMENT #22: Commission staff recommended the following
changes be made to the proposed MICS Chapter I §8.02(F)(8) and
(9)—delete both ticket generated devices and cashier generated tick-
ets. 
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion has considered the comment and will delete MICS Chapter I
§8.02(F)(8)—ticket-generating devices (TGDs) since these are slot
machines. 

The commission will not delete the language as proposed in MICS
Chapter I §8.02(F)(9) pertaining to cashier generated tickets. It will
remain part of the rule.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter J:
COMMENT #23: Commission staff noted in MICS Chapter J §1.13
that it should be revised by deleting “through the turnstile.” With the
use of new technology, casinos may not have turnstiles.  
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion has considered the comment and amended the language of the
rule. 

COMMENT #24: Commission staff commented on MICS Chapter J
asking for clarification of MICS Chapter J §2.02 with regard to who
will be swiping the ticket of admission. Also, add the language as
contained in MICS Chapter J regarding ticketing representatives.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment and adopts the changes.

COMMENT #25: The commission staff would like to add the fol-
lowing from the emergency verbiage in MICS Chapter J §2.03 to this
chapter: “Should a ticketing representative not be available to post at
any turnstile, the turnstile shall be immediately closed.” This will be
required if casinos use cards.  
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment and adopts the changes.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter N:
COMMENT #26: MGA commented on the language in MICS
Chapter N §1.07 which states security personnel is not required for
hand-paid jackpots less than one thousand two hundred dollars
($1,200). According to commission variance #0645-07 dated
10/30/07, movement of hand-paid jackpots less than five thousand
dollars ($5,000) are permitted without security personnel. However,
in consideration of our request to increase the second tier jackpot
amount in MICS Chapter E §4.04 from “$1,200–$4,999” to
“$1,200–$10,000.” Please increase the amount from “less than
$1,200” to “up to $10,000” to be consistent.
RESPONSE: The portions of the rule addressed in the comment
were not included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the
commission. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of
this comment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter N
rewrite.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter P:
COMMENT #27: Commission staff recommends changes to be
made to the proposed MICS Chapter P, Excluded Persons. The rea-
son for the change to MICS Chapter P §2.09 is to require the inci-

dent to be reported to the local prosecutor, while in reality an MGC
agent would do this. The casino just needs to be available to partici-
pate in the proceedings of the case. This original language reflects the
language in the Code of State Regulations (CSRs), but is not consis-
tent with currently accepted procedures.
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The commis-
sion agrees with this comment and adopts the changes.

The following comments pertain to MICS Chapter R:
COMMENT #28: MGA commented there are several items to delete
in the Forms Index as follows:  EGD Hopper Fill Slip; EGD Sweeps
Log; Weigh Scale Calibration Module Access Log; and Weigh Scale
Tape. Also, is Token Inventory Ledger necessary or should it be
deleted?
RESPONSE: The portions of the rule addressed in the comment
were not included in the proposed amendment officially filed by the
commission. No changes have been made to the rule as a result of
this comment. This shall be addressed in the next MICS Chapter R
rewrite.

11 CSR 45-9.030 Minimum Internal Control Standards

(4) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter B–Key Controls,
which has been incorporated by reference herein, as published by the
Missouri Gaming Commission, 3417 Knipp Dr., PO Box 1847,
Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter B does not incorporate any sub-
sequent amendments or additions as adopted by the commission on
January 14, 2009.

(6) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter D–Table Games
(Live Games), which has been incorporated by reference herein, as
published by the Missouri Gaming Commission, 3417 Knipp Dr.,
PO Box 1847, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter D does not incor-
porate any subsequent amendments or additions as adopted by the
commission on January 14, 2009.

(7) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter E–Electronic
Gaming Devices (EGDs), which has been incorporated by reference
herein, as published by the Missouri  Gaming Commission, 3417
Knipp Dr., PO Box 1847, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter E does
not incorporate any subsequent amendments or additions as adopted
by the commission on January 14, 2009.

(10) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter H–Casino
Cashiering, which has been incorporated by reference herein, as
published by the Missouri  Gaming Commission, 3417 Knipp Dr.,
PO Box 1847, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter H does not incor-
porate any subsequent amendments or additions as adopted by the
commission on January 14, 2009. 

(11) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter I–Casino
Accounting, which has been incorporated by reference herein, as
published by the Missouri  Gaming Commission, 3417 Knipp Dr.,
PO Box 1847, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter I does not incor-
porate any subsequent amendments or additions as adopted by the
commission on January 14, 2009.
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(12) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter J–Admissions,
which has been incorporated by reference herein, as published by the
Missouri  Gaming Commission, 3417 Knipp Dr., PO Box 1847,
Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter J does not incorporate any sub-
sequent amendments or additions as adopted by the commission on
January 14, 2009. 

(18) The commission shall adopt and publish minimum standards for
internal control procedures that in the commission’s opinion satisfy
11 CSR 45-9.020, as set forth in MICS Chapter P–Excluded
Persons, which has been incorporated by reference herein, as pub-
lished by the Missouri  Gaming Commission, 3417 Knipp Dr., PO
Box 1847, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Chapter P does not incorpo-
rate any subsequent amendments or additions as adopted by the com-
mission on January 14, 2009.

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 9—Internal Control System

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-9.040 is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2322–2323). The section with changes is reprinted
here. This proposed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days
after publication in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. At the public hearing no com-
ments were received. Written comments were received from the
Missouri Gaming Association (MGA) on behalf of the industry.

COMMENT #1: MGA requested a change to section (1). Section (1)
restricts a licensee to carrying out said regulation only if directed by
the commission to do so. The industry would like the phrase “if so
directed by the commission” to be deleted from section (1).
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE:  The commis-
sion agrees to clarify the intent of the language in section (1). This
change expanded the definition of licensee to allow the commission
to require licensees, other than Class B licensees, to submit internal
controls. The commission shall require licensees, other than Class B
licensees, to establish internal controls when appropriate in order to
monitor their procedures. 

11 CSR 45-9.040 Commission Approval of Internal Control
System

(1) Each Class B licensee and other licensees as directed by the com-
mission shall describe, in a manner that the commission may approve
or require, its administrative and accounting procedures in detail in
a written system of internal control. Each written system must
include a detailed narrative description of the administrative and
accounting procedures designed to satisfy the requirements of 11
CSR 45-9.020 and 11 CSR 45-9.030(1). Additionally, this descrip-
tion shall include a separate section for the following: 

Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 11—Taxation Regulations

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-11.020 is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2323–2326). No changes have been made to the
text of the proposed amendment; however, a change has been made
to the form attached to this regulation and is reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publica-
tion in the Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. At the public hearing no com-
ments were received. Written comments were received from the
Missouri Gaming Association (MGA) on behalf of the industry.

COMMENT #1: MGA requested on both the Deposit Adjustment
Form and the Claim For Refund Or Credit Form to change “Class
A” to “Class B.”
RESPONSE AND EXPLANATION OF CHANGE: The Deposit
Adjustment Form is being deleted from the regulation as proposed,
since it is no longer used. The Claim For Refund Or Credit Form
will be updated to reflect submission of the form by Class B
licensees.    

11 CSR 45-11.020 Deposit Account—Taxes and Fees
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MISSOURI GAMING COMMISSION
P.O. BOX 1847
3417 KNIPP DRIVE 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 65102

CLAIM FOR REFUND OR CREDIT FORM

FOR COMMISSION USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED 

CLAIM NUMBER 

This form is submitted by ____________________________________________________, a Class B licensee ("Licensee"), in compliance with
11 CSR 45-11.110, to the Missouri Gaming Commission ("Commission") as a claim for refund or credit for tax or fee liability.  In submitting 
this form, Licensee states the following:  

1. The tax or fee, penalty or interest, listed below has been paid by reason other than clerical error or mistake on the part of the 
Commission: 

Gaming Date: __________________________ Type of Tax or Fee: ___________________________ 

Tax or Fee Amount Paid: $ __________________ 

Tax or Fee Amount Due: $ __________________ 

   Amount of Overpayment: $ __________________ 

Reason for overpayment: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. This claim for refund or credit is being filed in duplicate and amended returns for all periods involved in the overpayment are attached 
hereto. 

3. This claim for refund or credit is being filed within three (3) years from the date of overpayment, as determined under 11 CSR 45-
11.110(1). 

4. Pursuant to 11 CSR 45-11.110(2), Licensee is requesting the following action by the Commission (please check one): 

____ Issuance of a credit memorandum in the amount of overpayment, which may be applied in satisfaction of subsequent tax or
fee liability. 

____ Issuance of a refund on the amount of overpayment.  A refund shall only be available if a credit cannot be taken on the next
return filed with the Commission. 

5. Licensee acknowledges that a refund, in accordance with 11 CSR 45-11.110(5)(A), may be made with interest as determined by
Section 32.065, RSMo, and that a credit, in accordance with 11 CSR 45-11.110(5)(B), shall be made without interest. 

C
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N
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The undersigned declares this claim and any attached information supporting the claim is true, complete, and accurate and hereby acknowledges 
that, in accordance with Sections 313.812.14(1), and 313.830.4, RSMo, any holder of a Missouri gaming license who knowingly makes a false

statement to the Commission, its agents, or employees is subject to discipline, including but not limited to fine, suspension, and revocation.

_____________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________ 
(NAME)        (SIGNATURE)

_____________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________ 
(POSITION)       (DATE) 

Upon review of this claim and any attached information supporting the claim, the Commission has taken the following action:

____ Approval Of The Claim In The Following Amounts: 
Refund/Credit Total: $ _______________ 

____ Denial Of Claim: A request for a hearing to review a denial may be filed within 30-days from the date of denial.  The hearing would
be governed by 11 CSR 45-13. 

Explanation: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________ 
(AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE)     (DATE) 

FOR COMMISSION USE ONLY
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Distribution:  Original - MGC  Copy - Claimant
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Title 11—DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Division 45—Missouri Gaming Commission

Chapter 11—Taxation Regulations

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the Missouri Gaming Commission under
section 313.805, RSMo Supp. 2008, the commission amends a rule
as follows:

11 CSR 45-11.050 Admission Fee is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on December 1,
2008 (33 MoReg 2326). No changes have been made to the text of
the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This proposed
amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publication in the
Code of State Regulations. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS: A public hearing on this proposed
amendment was held on January 6, 2009, and the public comment
period ended on December 31, 2008. No comments were received.

Title 13—DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Division 70—MO HealthNet Division

Chapter 20—Pharmacy Program

ORDER OF RULEMAKING

By the authority vested in the MO HealthNet Division under sections
208.201 and 338.505, RSMo Supp. 2008, the division amends a rule
as follows:

13 CSR 70-20.320 Pharmacy Reimbursement Allowance
is amended.

A notice of proposed rulemaking containing the text of the proposed
amendment was published in the Missouri Register on October 15,
2008 (33 MoReg 1871–1873). No changes have been made in the
text of the proposed amendment, so it is not reprinted here. This pro-
posed amendment becomes effective thirty (30) days after publica-
tion in the Code of State Regulations.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS:  No comments were received. 
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MISSOURI

REGISTER

NOTICE OF CORPORATE DISSOLUTION TO ALL CREDITORS OF 

AND CLAIMANTS AGAINST THE BERKSHIRE COMPANY 

On January 28, 2009, The Berkshire Company, a Missouri corporation (the 

“Company”), filed its Resolution to Dissolve Affidavit with the Missouri Secretary of 

State.  The dissolution and termination of the Company was effective on February 5, 

2009. 

The Company requests that all persons and entities with claims against the

Company present them in accordance with this notice.   

All claims against the Company must be in writing and must include the name, 

address and telephone number of the claimant, the amount of the claim or other relief 

demanded, the basis of the claim, the date or dates on which the events occurred which 

provide a basis for the claim, and copies of any available document supporting the claim. 

All claims should be mailed to Michael E. Long, Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP, 168 

North Meramec Avenue, Suite 400, St. Louis, Missouri 63105. 

Any claim against the Company will be barred unless a proceeding to enforce the 

claim is commenced within two (2) years after the publication of this notice. 
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NOTICE OF CORPORATE DISSOLUTION  

TO ALL CREDITORS OF AND CLAIMANTS AGAINST  

BRANDON BROTHERS FAIR-WAY FURNITURE CO. 

On February 17, 2009, BRANDON BROTHERS FAIR-WAY FURNITURE CO., 

a Missouri corporation (the “Company”), filed its Articles of Dissolution with the 

Missouri Secretary of State.  The dissolution and termination of the Company was 

effective on February 17, 2009. 

The Company requests that all persons and entities with claims against the

Company present them in accordance with this notice.   

All claims against the Company must be in writing and must include the name, 

address and telephone number of the claimant, the amount of the claim or other relief 

demanded, the basis of the claim, the date or dates on which the events occurred which 

provide a basis for the claim, and copies of any available document supporting the claim. 

All claims should be mailed to R. Troy Kendrick, Jr., Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP, 168 

North Meramec Avenue, Suite 400, St. Louis, Missouri 63105. 

Any claim against the Company will be barred unless a proceeding to enforce the 

claim is commenced within two (2) years after the publication of this notice. 
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NOTICE OF CORPORATE DISSOLUTION 
TO ALL CREDITORS OF AND CLAIMANTS AGAINST

MIDWEST INTERIOR DESIGN, LLC

On February 12, 2009, Midwest Interior Design, LLC, a Missouri limited liability 
company, filed a Notice of Winding Up and Articles of Termination with the Missouri 
Secretary of State.

All persons and organizations who have claims against Midwest Interior Design, 
LLC should present them immediately to Tre M. Hall, 1703 Falcon, Suite C, Webb City, 
Missouri 64870. 

Each claim must include: 

1. the name, address and phone number of the claimant; 
2. the dollar amount claimed; 
3. the date on which the claim arose; 
4. the basis for the claim; and 
5. documentation for the claim.

A claim against Midwest Interior Design, LLC will be barred unless a proceeding
to enforce the claim is commenced within three years after the publication date of the last 
to be published of the three notices of the limited liability company’s dissolution 
authorized by statute.

NOTICE OF CORPORATE DISSOLUTION TO ALL CREDITORS OF AND 
CLAIMANTS AGAINST WETZEL CLINIC, INC.

Wetzel Clinic, Inc., a Missouri corporation (“Wetzel”), filed Articles of
Dissolution with the Missouri Secretary of State, effective January 26, 2009.   

Persons with claims against Wetzel must present them in writing to: Wetzel 
Clinic, Inc., c/o Joseph L. Hiersteiner, at 2800 Commerce Tower, 911 Main 
Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64105. Claims must include: (1) the claimant’s 
name, address and telephone number; (2) the amount of the claim; (3) the date on 
which the claim arose; and (4) a brief description of the nature of the debt or the 
basis for the claim.

Claims against Wetzel will be barred unless the proceeding to enforce the claim
is commenced within two years after the publication of this notice. 
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This cumulative table gives you the latest status of rules. It contains citations of rulemakings adopted or proposed after deadline for the month-
ly Update Service to the Code of State Regulations, citations are to volume and page number in the Missouri Register, except for material in
this issue. The first number in the table cite refers to the volume number or the publication year—30 (2005) and 31 (2006). MoReg refers to
Missouri Register and the numbers refer to a specific Register page, R indicates a rescission, W indicates a withdrawal, S indicates a state-
ment of actual cost, T indicates an order terminating a rule, N.A. indicates not applicable, RAN indicates a rule action notice, RUC indicates
a rule under consideration, and F indicates future effective date.

Rule Number Agency Emergency Proposed Order In Addition
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

1 CSR 10 State Officials’ Salary Compensation Schedule 30 MoReg 2435

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
2 CSR 70-11.050 Plant Industries 33 MoReg 1795 34 MoReg 183
2 CSR 70-40.005 Plant Industries 33 MoReg 1803 34 MoReg 236
2 CSR 90-10 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 1193
2 CSR 90-10.001 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2089 34 MoReg 310
2 CSR 90-10.011 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2081 33 MoReg 2089 34 MoReg 310
2 CSR 90-10.012 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2082 33 MoReg 2090 34 MoReg 310
2 CSR 90-10.013 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2091 34 MoReg 311
2 CSR 90-10.014 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2091 34 MoReg 311
2 CSR 90-10.016 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2092 34 MoReg 311
2 CSR 90-10.017 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2092R 34 MoReg 311R
2 CSR 90-10.020 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2093 34 MoReg 311
2 CSR 90-10.040 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2093 34 MoReg 312
2 CSR 90-10.100 Weights and Measures 33 MoReg 2094R 34 MoReg 312R
2 CSR 100-2.020 Missouri Agricultural and Small Business

Development Authority This Issue
2 CSR 100-2.030 Missouri Agricultural and Small Business

Development Authority This Issue
2 CSR 100-2.040 Missouri Agricultural and Small Business

Development Authority This Issue
2 CSR 100-10.010 Missouri Agricultural and Small Business

Development Authority This Issue

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
3 CSR 10-4.111 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2094 34 MoReg 236
3 CSR 10-4.113 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2094 34 MoReg 236
3 CSR 10-4.117 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2095 34 MoReg 237
3 CSR 10-5.205 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2095
3 CSR 10-5.215 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2097
3 CSR 10-5.220 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2097
3 CSR 10-5.222 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2097
3 CSR 10-5.225 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2098
3 CSR 10-5.300 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2100 34 MoReg 544
3 CSR 10-5.310 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2100
3 CSR 10-5.315 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2100 34 MoReg 544W
3 CSR 10-5.320 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2101
3 CSR 10-5.321 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2101 34 MoReg 544W
3 CSR 10-5.322 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2101 34 MoReg 544W
3 CSR 10-5.323 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2101 34 MoReg 545W
3 CSR 10-5.330 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2102 34 MoReg 545W
3 CSR 10-5.340 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2104 34 MoReg 545W
3 CSR 10-5.345 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2106 34 MoReg 545W
3 CSR 10-5.351 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2108 34 MoReg 546W
3 CSR 10-5.352 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2110 34 MoReg 546W
3 CSR 10-5.359 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2112 34 MoReg 546W
3 CSR 10-5.360 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2114 34 MoReg 546W
3 CSR 10-5.365 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2116 34 MoReg 546W
3 CSR 10-5.370 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2118 34 MoReg 547W
3 CSR 10-5.375 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2120 34 MoReg 547W
3 CSR 10-5.420 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2122R
3 CSR 10-5.425 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2122 34 MoReg 547W
3 CSR 10-5.430 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2124
3 CSR 10-5.435 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2126 34 MoReg 547W
3 CSR 10-5.436 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2128
3 CSR 10-5.440 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2130 34 MoReg 547W
3 CSR 10-5.445 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2132 34 MoReg 548W
3 CSR 10-5.540 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2134
3 CSR 10-5.545 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2136
3 CSR 10-5.551 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2138
3 CSR 10-5.552 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2140
3 CSR 10-5.554 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2142
3 CSR 10-5.559 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2144
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3 CSR 10-5.560 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2146
3 CSR 10-5.565 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2148
3 CSR 10-5.567 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2150
3 CSR 10-5.570 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2152
3 CSR 10-5.576 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2154R
3 CSR 10-5.579 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2156R
3 CSR 10-5.580 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2158R
3 CSR 10-6.410 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2160 34 MoReg 548
3 CSR 10-6.415 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2160 34 MoReg 548
3 CSR 10-6.530 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2160 34 MoReg 548
3 CSR 10-6.533 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2160 34 MoReg 548
3 CSR 10-6.540 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2161 34 MoReg 549
3 CSR 10-6.550 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2161 34 MoReg 549
3 CSR 10-6.615 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2162 34 MoReg 549
3 CSR 10-6.620 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2162 34 MoReg 549
3 CSR 10-7.405 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2162 34 MoReg 549
3 CSR 10-7.410 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2162 34 MoReg 550
3 CSR 10-7.431 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2163 34 MoReg 550
3 CSR 10-7.433 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2163 34 MoReg 550
3 CSR 10-7.434 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2164 34 MoReg 551
3 CSR 10-7.437 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2165 34 MoReg 551
3 CSR 10-7.455 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2165 34 MoReg 241
3 CSR 10-8.515 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2166 34 MoReg 551
3 CSR 10-9.110 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2166 34 MoReg 552
3 CSR 10-9.353 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2168 34 MoReg 552
3 CSR 10-9.359 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2168 34 MoReg 552
3 CSR 10-9.415 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2168 34 MoReg 552
3 CSR 10-9.425 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2169 34 MoReg 552
3 CSR 10-9.565 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2169 34 MoReg 552
3 CSR 10-9.566 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2170 34 MoReg 553
3 CSR 10-9.575 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2170 34 MoReg 553
3 CSR 10-9.628 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2171 34 MoReg 553
3 CSR 10-10.711 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2171 34 MoReg 553W
3 CSR 10-10.715 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2173 34 MoReg 553
3 CSR 10-10.716 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2173 34 MoReg 553
3 CSR 10-10.722 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2173
3 CSR 10-10.724 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2174
3 CSR 10-10.725 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2176
3 CSR 10-10.726 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2176
3 CSR 10-10.727 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2176
3 CSR 10-10.728 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2177
3 CSR 10-10.735 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2179 34 MoReg 554
3 CSR 10-10.767 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2179 34 MoReg 554
3 CSR 10-10.784 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2179 34 MoReg 554
3 CSR 10-10.787 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2180 34 MoReg 554
3 CSR 10-11.110 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2180 34 MoReg 554
3 CSR 10-11.115 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2180 34 MoReg 554
3 CSR 10-11.140 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2181 34 MoReg 555
3 CSR 10-11.150 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2181 34 MoReg 555
3 CSR 10-11.160 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2182 34 MoReg 555
3 CSR 10-11.165 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2182 34 MoReg 555
3 CSR 10-11.180 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2182 34 MoReg 555
3 CSR 10-11.184 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2185 34 MoReg 555
3 CSR 10-11.205 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2185 34 MoReg 556
3 CSR 10-11.210 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2186 34 MoReg 556
3 CSR 10-11.215 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2186 34 MoReg 556
3 CSR 10-12.110 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2187 34 MoReg 556
3 CSR 10-12.115 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2187 34 MoReg 556
3 CSR 10-12.125 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2188 34 MoReg 557
3 CSR 10-12.135 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2189 34 MoReg 557
3 CSR 10-12.140 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2189 34 MoReg 557
3 CSR 10-12.145 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2190 34 MoReg 557
3 CSR 10-20.805 Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2191

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
4 CSR 240-3.162 Public Service Commission 34 MoReg 187 34 MoReg 240RAN

This Issue
4 CSR 240-20.091 Public Service Commission 34 MoReg 196 34 MoReg 240RAN

This Issue
4 CSR 240-33.170 Public Service Commission 33 MoReg 1942 This Issue

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
5 CSR 30-261.025 Division of Administrative and Financial Services 33 MoReg 1946
5 CSR 30-640.100 Division of Administrative and Financial Services 34 MoReg 113
5 CSR 80-800.200 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 368
5 CSR 80-800.220 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 368
5 CSR 80-800.230 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 369
5 CSR 80-800.260 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 369
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5 CSR 80-800.270 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 370
5 CSR 80-800.280 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 370
5 CSR 80-800.350 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 370
5 CSR 80-800.360 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 372
5 CSR 80-800.380 Teacher Quality and Urban Education 34 MoReg 372

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
6 CSR 10-2.010 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 115R
6 CSR 10-2.020 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 115R
6 CSR 10-2.080 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 115
6 CSR 10-2.140 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 119
6 CSR 10-2.150 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 121
6 CSR 10-2.160 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 122
6 CSR 10-2.170 Commissioner of Higher Education 34 MoReg 124

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
7 CSR 10-23.010 Missouri Highways and Transportation Commission 33 MoReg 2426
7 CSR 10-23.020 Missouri Highways and Transportation Commission 33 MoReg 2427
7 CSR 10-23.030 Missouri Highways and Transportation Commission 33 MoReg 2428
7 CSR 10-25.010 Missouri Highways and Transportation Commission 34 MoReg 314

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
8 CSR 10-2.020 Division of Employment Security 33 MoReg 1865 34 MoReg 312
8 CSR 10-5.010 Division of Employment Security 33 MoReg 1865 This IssueW
8 CSR 10-5.015 Division of Employment Security 33 MoReg 1866 This IssueW
8 CSR 10-5.030 Division of Employment Security 33 MoReg 1868 This IssueW
8 CSR 10-5.040 Division of Employment Security 33 MoReg 1869 This IssueW
8 CSR 10-5.050 Division of Employment Security 33 MoReg 1869 This IssueW
8 CSR 30-4.010 Division of Labor Standards 33 MoReg 1710R 34 MoReg 237R

33 MoReg 1710 34 MoReg 237
8 CSR 30-4.020 Division of Labor Standards 33 MoReg 1711R 34 MoReg 237R

33 MoReg 1711 34 MoReg 237
8 CSR 30-4.030 Division of Labor Standards 33 MoReg 1712R 34 MoReg 237R
8 CSR 30-4.040 Division of Labor Standards 33 MoReg 1712 34 MoReg 238
8 CSR 30-4.060 Division of Labor Standards 33 MoReg 1712 34 MoReg 238

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
9 CSR 10-5.200 Director, Department of Mental Health 34 MoReg 12
9 CSR 10-5.230 Director, Department of Mental Health 34 MoReg 14
9 CSR 30-4.0431 Certification Standards 33 MoReg 1804 34 MoReg 557

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
10 CSR 10-5.290 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 1805R
10 CSR 10-5.381 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 1946
10 CSR 10-5.430 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 1661R 34 MoReg 312R
10 CSR 10-5.570 Air Conservation Commission 34 MoReg 199
10 CSR 10-6.045 Air Conservation Commission 34 MoReg 205
10 CSR 10-6.060 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2192
10 CSR 10-6.061 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 1960
10 CSR 10-6.100 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2204
10 CSR 10-6.120 Air Conservation Commission 34 MoReg 206
10 CSR 10-6.260 Air Conservation Commission 34 MoReg 208
10 CSR 10-6.320 Air Conservation Commission 34 MoReg 212R
10 CSR 10-6.350 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2315
10 CSR 10-6.360 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2316
10 CSR 10-6.400 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 1870
10 CSR 10-6.410 Air Conservation Commission 33 MoReg 2206
10 CSR 20-6.200 Clean Water Commission 34 MoReg 377
10 CSR 20-7.031 Clean Water Commission 33 MoReg 2415 34 MoReg 379
10 CSR 20-7.050 Clean Water Commission 33 MoReg 1855 33 MoReg 1870
10 CSR 25-3.260 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2207
10 CSR 25-4.261 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2209
10 CSR 25-5.262 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2210
10 CSR 25-6.263 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2214
10 CSR 25-7.264 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2215
10 CSR 25-7.265 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2219
10 CSR 25-7.266 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2222
10 CSR 25-7.268 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2223
10 CSR 25-7.270 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2223
10 CSR 25-11.279 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2225
10 CSR 25-12.010 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2226
10 CSR 25-13.010 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2228
10 CSR 25-16.273 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 33 MoReg 2230
10 CSR 25-18.010 Hazardous Waste Management Commission 34 MoReg 527
10 CSR 60-2.015 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 1964
10 CSR 60-4.052 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 1967
10 CSR 60-4.090 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 1991
10 CSR 60-4.092 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 1996
10 CSR 60-4.094 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 1996
10 CSR 60-5.010 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 2006
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10 CSR 60-7.010 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 2006
10 CSR 60-8.010 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 2010
10 CSR 60-8.030 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 2014
10 CSR 60-9.010 Safe Drinking Water Commission 33 MoReg 2018
10 CSR 70-9.010 Soil and Water Districts Commission 33 MoReg 1722
10 CSR 140-2 Division of Energy 33 MoReg 1103

33 MoReg 1193

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
11 CSR 40-2.025 Division of Fire Safety 34 MoReg 175 34 MoReg 212
11 CSR 45-1.090 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2303 33 MoReg 2317 This Issue
11 CSR 45-5.053 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2303 33 MoReg 2318 This Issue
11 CSR 45-5.100 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2318 This Issue
11 CSR 45-6.040 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2304R 33 MoReg 2319R This IssueR
11 CSR 45-8.120 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2304 33 MoReg 2319 This Issue
11 CSR 45-9.010 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2320 This Issue
11 CSR 45-9.020 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2320 This Issue
11 CSR 45-9.030 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2305 33 MoReg 2320 This Issue
11 CSR 45-9.040 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2305 33 MoReg 2322 This Issue
11 CSR 45-11.020 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2306 33 MoReg 2323 This Issue
11 CSR 45-11.050 Missouri Gaming Commission 33 MoReg 2306 33 MoReg 2326 This Issue
11 CSR 80-5.010 Missouri State Water Patrol 34 MoReg 282
11 CSR 85-1.010 Veterans’ Affairs 34 MoReg 284
11 CSR 85-1.015 Veterans’ Affairs 34 MoReg 285
11 CSR 85-1.020 Veterans’ Affairs 34 MoReg 285
11 CSR 85-1.040 Veterans’ Affairs 34 MoReg 286
11 CSR 85-1.050 Veterans’ Affairs 34 MoReg 286

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
12 CSR 10-7.170 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2018R 34 MoReg 558R
12 CSR 10-7.250 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2018R 34 MoReg 558R
12 CSR 10-7.260 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2019R 34 MoReg 558R
12 CSR 10-7.320 Director of Revenue 34 MoReg 215R
12 CSR 10-16.170 Director of Revenue 34 MoReg 215R
12 CSR 10-23.100 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2232 34 MoReg 559
12 CSR 10-41.010 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2307 33 MoReg 2326
12 CSR 10-43.030 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2019 34 MoReg 559
12 CSR 10-103.380 Director of Revenue 33 MoReg 2020R 34 MoReg 559R
12 CSR 30-3.010 State Tax Commission 33 MoReg 2235

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
13 CSR 30-3.010 Child Support Enforcement 34 MoReg 16

(Changed to 13 CSR 40-3.010)
13 CSR 30-3.020 Child Support Enforcement 34 MoReg 16

(Changed to 13 CSR 40-3.020)
13 CSR 40-2.390 Family Support Division 33 MoReg 1941 33 MoReg 2021
13 CSR 40-3.010 Family Support Division 34 MoReg 16

(Changed from 13 CSR 30-3.010)
13 CSR 40-3.020 Family Support Division 34 MoReg 16

(Changed from 13 CSR 30-3.020)
13 CSR 70-3.190 MO HealthNet Division This Issue
13 CSR 70-4.120 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 440
13 CSR 70-10.016 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 2083 33 MoReg 1429 33 MoReg 2370
13 CSR 70-15.200 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 2430
13 CSR 70-20.320 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 1856 33 MoReg 1871 This Issue
13 CSR 70-30.010 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 2331
13 CSR 70-60.010 MO HealthNet Division 34 MoReg 286
13 CSR 70-70.010 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 2235
13 CSR 70-98.015 MO HealthNet Division 33 MoReg 2331

ELECTED OFFICIALS
15 CSR 30-10.110 Secretary of State 33 MoReg 1857 33 MoReg 1874 34 MoReg 238

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
16 CSR 50-2.090 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 34 MoReg 215
16 CSR 50-2.120 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 33 MoReg 1877 34 MoReg 238
16 CSR 50-3.010 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 34 MoReg 216
16 CSR 50-10.010 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 34 MoReg 217
16 CSR 50-10.030 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 34 MoReg 217
16 CSR 50-10.050 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 33 MoReg 1877 34 MoReg 238
16 CSR 50-20.020 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 34 MoReg 218
16 CSR 50-20.120 The County Employees’ Retirement Fund 34 MoReg 218

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR SERVICES
19 CSR 20-3.070 Division of Community and Public Health 33 MoReg 2331R

33 MoReg 2332
19 CSR 20-3.080 Division of Community and Public Health 33 MoReg 2337
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19 CSR 20-28.010 Division of Community and Public Health 33 MoReg 2023 34 MoReg 312
19 CSR 20-28.030 Division of Community and Public Health 33 MoReg 2032R 34 MoReg 313R
19 CSR 20-28.040 Division of Community and Public Health 33 MoReg 2032 34 MoReg 313
19 CSR 20-44.010 Division of Community and Public Health 34 MoReg 288
19 CSR 30-20.096 Division of Regulation and Licensure 33 MoReg 2343
19 CSR 30-26.010 Division of Regulation and Licensure 33 MoReg 2348
19 CSR 30-40.342 Division of Regulation and Licensure 34 MoReg 289
19 CSR 30-40.600 Division of Regulation and Licensure 34 MoReg 296
19 CSR 30-70.650 Division of Regulation and Licensure 33 MoReg 2356
19 CSR 30-85.022 Division of Regulation and Licensure 34 MoReg 5 34 MoReg 17
19 CSR 30-86.022 Division of Regulation and Licensure 34 MoReg 7 34 MoReg 29
19 CSR 40-11.010 Division of Maternal, Child and 

Family Health 34 MoReg 271 34 MoReg 304
19 CSR 60-50 Missouri Health Facilities Review Committee 34 MoReg 242

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE, FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
20 CSR Construction Claims Binding Arbitration Cap 32 MoReg 667 

33 MoReg 150
33 MoReg 2446

20 CSR Medical Malpractice 30 MoReg 481
31 MoReg 616
32 MoReg 545

20 CSR Sovereign Immunity Limits 30 MoReg 108
30 MoReg 2587
31 MoReg 2019
33 MoReg 150
33 MoReg 2446

20 CSR State Legal Expense Fund Cap 32 MoReg 668
33 MoReg 150
33 MoReg 2446

20 CSR 100-1.060 Insurer Conduct 33 MoReg 1877
20 CSR 100-1.070 Insurer Conduct 33 MoReg 1879
20 CSR 200-1.116 Insurance Solvency and Company Regulation 33 MoReg 2358
20 CSR 200-12.020 Insurance Solvency and Company Regulation 33 MoReg 2237
20 CSR 400-1.170 Life, Annuities and Health 34 MoReg 175 34 MoReg 219
20 CSR 400-2.200 Life, Annuities and Health 34 MoReg 542
20 CSR 500-7.030 Property and Casualty 33 MoReg 2085 33 MoReg 2238
20 CSR 500-7.080 Property and Casualty 33 MoReg 2085 33 MoReg 2238
20 CSR 600-1.030 Statistical Reporting 33 MoReg 1882
20 CSR 700-3.200 Insurance Licensing 34 MoReg 274 34 MoReg 309
20 CSR 2030-5.030 Missouri Board for Architects, Professional Engineers,

Professional Land Surveyors, and Landscape Architects 34 MoReg 45
20 CSR 2065-1.030 Endowed Care Cemeteries 33 MoReg 1337 33 MoReg 2048
20 CSR 2095-1.060 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 45R

34 MoReg 45
20 CSR 2095-1.062 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 48
20 CSR 2095-1.064 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 52
20 CSR 2095-1.068 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 55
20 CSR 2095-1.070 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 59
20 CSR 2095-2.005 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 63
20 CSR 2095-2.010 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 63R

34 MoReg 63
20 CSR 2095-2.020 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 67
20 CSR 2095-2.021 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 68
20 CSR 2095-2.030 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 68
20 CSR 2095-2.065 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 69
20 CSR 2095-3.010 Committee for Professional Counselors 34 MoReg 71
20 CSR 2110-2.010 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 126
20 CSR 2110-2.030 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 126
20 CSR 2110-2.050 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 127
20 CSR 2110-2.090 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 127
20 CSR 2110-2.130 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 127
20 CSR 2110-2.132 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 128
20 CSR 2110-2.240 Missouri Dental Board 34 MoReg 128
20 CSR 2145-1.010 Missouri Board of Geologist Registration 34 MoReg 219
20 CSR 2150-5.020 State Board of Registration for the Healing Arts 34 MoReg 128
20 CSR 2165-2.010 Board of Examiners for Hearing Instrument Specialists 34 MoReg 220
20 CSR 2165-2.025 Board of Examiners for Hearing Instrument Specialists 33 MoReg 1904 34 MoReg 239
20 CSR 2165-2.030 Board of Examiners for Hearing Instrument Specialists 34 MoReg 224
20 CSR 2165-2.040 Board of Examiners for Hearing Instrument Specialists 34 MoReg 225
20 CSR 2235-1.045 State Committee of Psychologists 34 MoReg 225
20 CSR 2235-2.060 State Committee of Psychologists 34 MoReg 225
20 CSR 2267-2.030 Office of Tattooing, Body Piercing, and Branding 34 MoReg 226
20 CSR 2267-2.031 Office of Tattooing, Body Piercing, and Branding 34 MoReg 228
20 CSR 2270-2.031 Missouri Veterinary Medical Board 34 MoReg 71
20 CSR 2270-2.041 Missouri Veterinary Medical Board 34 MoReg 71
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MISSOURI CONSOLIDATED HEALTH CARE PLAN
22 CSR 10-2.050 Health Care Plan 34 MoReg 176 34 MoReg 232
22 CSR 10-2.053 Health Care Plan 34 MoReg 177 34 MoReg 232
22 CSR 10-2.060 Health Care Plan 34 MoReg 178 34 MoReg 233
22 CSR 10-2.075 Health Care Plan 34 MoReg 178 34 MoReg 233
22 CSR 10-3.030 Health Care Plan 34 MoReg 179 34 MoReg 234
22 CSR 10-3.075 Health Care Plan 34 MoReg 179 34 MoReg 235
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Agency Publication Effective Expiration

Department of Agriculture
Weights and Measures
2 CSR 90-10.011 Inspection Authority—Duties  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2081 . . . .Oct. 25, 2008  . . . .April 22, 2009
2 CSR 90-10.012 Registration—Training  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2082 . . . .Oct. 25, 2008  . . . .April 22, 2009

Department of Natural Resources
Clean Water Commission
10 CSR 20-7.031 Water Quality Standards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2415  . . .Nov. 22, 2008 . . . . .May 20, 2009
10 CSR 20-7.050 Methodology for Development of Impaired Waters List . . . .33 MoReg 1855 . . . . .Jan. 2, 2009 . . . . .June 30, 2009

Department of Public Safety
Division of Fire Safety
11 CSR 40-2.025 Installation Permits  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 175  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
Missouri Gaming Commission
11 CSR 45-1.090 Definitions  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2303  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-5.053 Policies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2303  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-6.040 Five Hundred Dollar-Loss Limit  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2304  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-8.120 Handling of Cash at Gaming Tables  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2304  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-9.030 Minimum Internal Control Standards  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2305  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-9.040 Commission Approval of Internal Control System  . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2305  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-11.020 Deposit Account—Taxes and Fees  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2306  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009
11 CSR 45-11.050 Admission Fee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2306  . . .Nov. 15, 2008 . . . . .May 13, 2009

Department of Revenue
Director of Revenue
12 CSR 10-41.010 Annual Adjusted Rate of Interest  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2307 . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009

Department of Social Services
Family Support Division
13 CSR 40-2.390 Transitional Employment Benefit  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 1941  . . . .Oct. 3, 2008  . . .March 31, 2009

MO HealthNet Division
13 CSR 70-10.016 Global Per Diem Adjustments to Nursing Facilities and HIV

Nursing Facility Reimbursement Rates  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2083 . . . .Oct. 13, 2008  . . . .April 10, 2009
13 CSR 70-20.320 Pharmacy Reimbursement Allowance  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 1856 . . . Sept. 22, 2008  . . .March 20, 2009

Elected Officials
Secretary of State
15 CSR 30-10.110 Voting Machines (Electronic)—Manual Recount  . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 1857  . . .Sept. 25, 2008  . . .March 23, 2009
Attorney General
15 CSR 60-15.010 Definitions  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Next Issue  . . . . . .March 12, 2009  . . . . .Sept. 7, 2009
15 CSR 60-15.020 Form of Affidavit  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Next Issue  . . . . . .March 12, 2009  . . . . .Sept. 7, 2009
15 CSR 60-15.030 Complaints  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Next Issue  . . . . . .March 12, 2009  . . . . .Sept. 7, 2009
15 CSR 60-15.040 Investigation of Complaints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Next Issue  . . . . . .March 12, 2009  . . . . .Sept. 7, 2009
15 CSR 60-15.050 Notification by Federal Government that 

Individual Is Not Authorized to Work  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Next Issue  . . . . . .March 12, 2009  . . . . .Sept. 7, 2009
Department of Health and Senior Services
Division of Regulation and Licensure
19 CSR 30-85.022 Fire Safety Standards for New and Existing Intermediate

Care and Skilled Nursing Facilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 5 . . . . . . .Dec. 4, 2008  . . . . .June 1, 2009
19 CSR 30-86.022 Fire Safety Standards for Residential Care Facilities and

Assisted Living Facilities  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 7 . . . . . . .Dec. 4, 2008  . . . . .June 1, 2009
Division of Maternal, Child and Family Health
19 CSR 40-11.010 Payments for Vision Examinations  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 271 . . . . .Jan. 19, 2009  . . . . .July 17, 2009
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Department of Insurance, Financial Institutions and Professional Registration
Life, Annuities, and Health
20 CSR 400-1.170 Recognition of Preferred Mortality Tables in Determining

Minimum Reserve Liabilities and Nonforfeiture Benefits . . .34 MoReg 175  . . . .Dec. 31, 2008 . . . . .June 28, 2009
Property and Casualty
20 CSR 500-7.030 General Instructions  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2085 . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
20 CSR 500-7.080 Insurer’s Annual On-site Review  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 MoReg 2085 . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
Insurance Licensing
20 CSR 700-3.200 Continuing Education  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 274 . . . . .Jan. 18, 2009  . . . . .July 16, 2009

Missouri Consolidated Health Care Plan
Health Care Plan
22 CSR 10-2.050 PPO and Co-Pay Benefit Provisions and Covered Charges  . .34 MoReg 176  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
22 CSR 10-2.053 High Deductible Health Plan Benefit Provisions

and Covered Charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 177  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
22 CSR 10-2.060 PPO, HDHP, and Co-Pay Limitations  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 178  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
22 CSR 10-2.075 Review and Appeals Procedure  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 178  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
22 CSR 10-3.030 Public Entity Membership Agreement and Participation

Period  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 179  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
22 CSR 10-3.075 Review and Appeals Procedure  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 MoReg 179  . . . . .Jan. 1, 2009 . . . . .June 29, 2009
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2009
09-13 Extends Executive Order 09-04 and Executive Order 09-07 through

March 31, 2009 February 25, 2009 Next Issue
09-12 Creates and establishes the Transform Missouri Initiative February 20, 2009 Next Issue
09-11 Orders the Department of Health and Senior Services and the Department

of Social Services to transfer the Blindness Education, Screening and 
Treatment Program (BEST) to the Department of Economic Development February 4, 2009 This Issue

09-10 Orders the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
and the Department of Economic Development to transfer the 
Missouri Customized Training Program to the Department of
Economic Development February 4, 2009 This Issue

09-09 Transfers the various scholarship programs under the Departments of 
Agriculture, Elementary and Secondary Education, Higher Education,
and Natural Resources to the Department of Higher Education February 4, 2009 This Issue

09-08 Designates members of the governor’s staff as having supervisory authority
over departments, divisions, or agencies February 2, 2009 34 MoReg 366

09-07 Gives the director of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources
the authority to temporarily suspend regulations in the aftermath of severe
weather that began on January 26 January 30, 2009 34 MoReg 364

09-06 Activates the state militia in response to the aftermath of severe storms that
began on January 26 January 28, 2009 34 MoReg 362

09-05 Establishes a Complete Count Committee for the 2010 Census January 27, 2009 34 MoReg 359
09-04 Declares a state of emergency and activates the Missouri State Emergency

Operations Plan January 26, 2009 34 MoReg 357
09-03 Directs the Missouri Department of Economic Development, working with

the Missouri Development Finance Board, to create a pool of funds designated
for low-interest and no-interest direct loans for small business January 13, 2009 34 MoReg 281

09-02 Creates the Economic Stimulus Coordination Council January 13, 2009 34 MoReg 279
09-01 Creates the Missouri Automotive Jobs Task Force January 13, 2009 34 MoReg 277

2008
08-41 Extends Executive Order 07-31 until January 12, 2009 January 9, 2009 34 MoReg 275
08-40 Extends Executive Order 07-01 until January 1, 2010 December 17, 2008 34 MoReg 181
08-39 Closes state offices in Cole County on Monday, January 12, 2009 December 3, 2008 34 MoReg 11
08-38 Amends Executive Order 03-17 to revise the composition of the committee

to include the Divisional Commander of the Midland Division of the
Salvation Army or his or her designee November 25, 2008 34 MoReg 10

08-37 Orders the Department of Natural Resources to develop a voluntary certification
program to identify environmentally responsible practices in Missouri’s lodging
industries November 13, 2008 33 MoReg 2424

08-36 Orders the departments and agencies of the Executive Branch of Missouri state
government to adopt a Pandemic Flu Share Leave Program October 23, 2008 33 MoReg 2313

08-35 Creates the Division of Developmental Disabilities and abolishes the Division
of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities within the Department
of Mental Health October 16, 2008 33 MoReg 2311

08-34 Establishes the Complete Count Committee to ensure an accurate count of
Missouri citizens during the 2010 Census October 21, 2008 33 MoReg 2309

08-33 Advises that state offices will be closed on Friday, December 26, 2008 October 29, 2008 33 MoReg 2308
08-32 Advises that state offices will be closed on Friday, November 28, 2008 October 2, 2008 33 MoReg 2088
08-31 Declares that a state of emergency exists in the state of Missouri and directs

that the Missouri State Emergency Operations Plan be activated September 15, 2008 33 MoReg 1863
08-30 Directs the Adjutant General call and order into active service such portions of

the organized militia as he deems necessary to aid the executive officials of 
Missouri, to protect life and property, and to support civilian authorities September 15, 2008 33 MoReg 1861

08-29 Transfers the Breath Alcohol Program back to the Department of Health and
Senior Services from the Department of Transportation by Type I transfer September 12, 2008 33 MoReg 1859

Executive
Orders Subject Matter Filed Date Publication
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08-28 Orders and directs the Adjutant General of the state of Missouri, or his
designee, to call and order forthwith into active service such portions of the
organized militia as he deems necessary to aid the executive officials of 
Missouri to protect life and property August 30, 2008 33 MoReg 1801

08-27 Declares that Missouri will implement the Emergency Management
Assistance Compact with Louisiana in evacuating disaster victims
associated with Hurricane Gustav from that state to the state of Missouri August 30, 2008 33 MoReg 1799

08-26 Extends the order contained in Executive Orders 08-21, 08-23, and 08-25 August 29, 2008 33 MoReg 1797
08-25 Extends the order contained in Executive Orders 08-21 and 08-23 July 28, 2008 33 MoReg 1658
08-24 Extends the declaration of emergency contained in Executive Order 08-20

and the terms of Executive Order 08-19 July 11, 2008 33 MoReg 1546
08-23 Extends the declaration of emergency contained in Executive Order 08-21 July 11, 2008 33 MoReg 1545
08-22 Designates members of staff with supervisory authority over selected state

agencies July 3, 2008 33 MoReg 1543
08-21 Authorizes the Department of Natural Resources to temporarily waive or 

suspend rules during the period of the emergency June 20, 2008 33 MoReg 1389
08-20 Declares a state of emergency exists and directs the Missouri State Emergency

Operations Plan be activated June 11, 2008 33 MoReg 1331
08-19 Orders and directs the Adjutant General of the state of Missouri, or his

designee, to call and order forthwith into active service such portions of the
organized militia as he deems necessary to aid the executive officials of 
Missouri to protect life and property June 11, 2008 33 MoReg 1329

08-18 Authorizes the Department of Natural Resources to temporarily waive or 
suspend rules during the period of the emergency May 13, 2008 33 MoReg 1131

08-17 Extends the declaration of emergency contained in Executive Order 08-14
and the terms of Executive Order 08-15 April 29, 2008 33 MoReg 1071

08-15 Calls organized militia into active service April 1, 2008 33 MoReg 905
08-14 Declares a state of emergency exists and directs the Missouri State Emergency

Operations Plan be activated April 1, 2008 33 MoReg 903
08-13 Expands the number of state employees allowed to participate in the Missouri

Mentor Initiative March 27, 2008 33 MoReg 901
08-12 Authorizes the Department of Natural Resources to temporarily waive or 

suspend rules during the period of the emergency March 21, 2008 33 MoReg 899
08-11 Calls organized militia into active service March 18, 2008 33 MoReg 897
08-10 Declares a state of emergency exists and directs the Missouri State Emergency

Operations Plan be activated March 18, 2008 33 MoReg 895
08-09 Establishes the Missouri Civil War Sesquicentennial Commission March 6, 2008 33 MoReg 783
08-08 Gives Department of Natural Resources authority to suspend regulations in 

the aftermath of severe weather that began on February 10, 2008 February 20, 2008 33 MoReg 715
08-07 Declares that a state of emergency exists in the state of Missouri. February 12, 2008 33 MoReg 625
08-06 Orders and directs the Adjutant General of the state of Missouri, or his

designee, to call and order forthwith into active service such portions of the
organized militia as he deems necessary to aid the executive officials of 
Missouri to protect life and property February 12, 2008 33 MoReg 623

08-05 Extends Executive Orders, 07-34, 07-36 and 07-39 through March 15, 2008 
for the purpose of continuing the cleanup efforts in affected communities February 11, 2008 33 MoReg 621

08-04 Transfers authority of the sexual assault evidentiary kit and exam payment
program from the Department of Health and Senior Services to Department
of Public Safety by Type 1 transfer February 6, 2008 33 MoReg 619

08-03 Activates the state militia in response to the aftermath of severe storms
that began on January 7, 2008 January 11, 2008 33 MoReg 405

08-02 Activates the Missouri State Emergency Operations Plan in the aftermath of 
severe weather that began on January 7, 2008 January 11, 2008 33 MoReg 403

08-01 Establishes the post of Missouri Poet Laureate January 8, 2008 33 MoReg 401

Executive
Orders Subject Matter Filed Date Publication
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ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF
personnel advisory board and division of personnel

appeals; 1 CSR 20-4.010; 9/15/08, 1/16/09
seperation, suspension, and demotion; 1 CSR 20-3.070; 

9/15/08, 1/16/09

AGRICULTURE
agricultural and small business development program

applicant eligibility requirements; 2 CSR 100-2.020; 3/16/09
description of operation, definitions, and method of distribu-

tion and repayment of tax credits; 2 CSR 100-10.010;
3/16/09

fees; 2 CSR 100-2.040; 3/16/09
time and manner of filing application; 2 CSR 100-2.030; 

3/16/09
animal health

large animal veterinary student loan program; 2 CSR 30-
11.010; 8/15/08, 9/15/08, 1/2/09

liquefied petroleum gases
definitions and general provisions; 2 CSR 90-10.001; 

11/17/08, 2/17/09
inspection authority–duties; 2 CSR 90-10.011; 11/17/08, 

2/17/09
inspection of school buses propelled by liquefied propane gas;

2 CSR 90-10.100; 11/17/08, 2/17/09
installation requirements; 2 CSR 90-10.013; 11/17/08, 2/17/09
meters for measurement–specifications and proving; 2 CSR 

90-10.016; 11/17/08, 2/17/09
mobile homes; 2 CSR 90-10.017; 11/17/08, 2/17/09
NFPA Manual No. 54, National Fuel Gas Code; 2 CSR 90-

10.020; 11/17/08, 2/17/09
NFPA Manual No. 58, Storage and Handling of Liquefied 

Petroleum Gases; 2 CSR 90-10.040; 11/17/08, 
2/17/09

registration–training; 2 CSR 90-10.012; 11/17/08, 2/17/09
storage; 2 CSR 90-10.014; 11/17/08, 2/17/09

plant industries
emerald ash borer intrastate quarantine; 2 CSR 70-11.050; 

10/1/08, 2/3/09
treated timber

definitions; 2 CSR 70-40.005; 10/1/08, 2/3/09

AIR QUALITY, AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
alternate emission limits; 10 CSR 10-6.100; 11/17/08
construction permit exemptions; 10 CSR 10-6.061; 11/3/08
construction permit required; 10 CSR 10-6.060; 11/17/08
control of emissions from the surface coating of chrome-plated and 

resist plastic parts; 10 CSR 10-5.430; 9/2/08, 2/17/09
control of heavy duty diesel vehicle idling emissions

Kansas City metropolitan area;  10 CSR 10-2.385; 8/15/08, 
1/2/09

St. Louis metropolitan area; 10 CSR 10-5.385; 8/15/08, 
1/2/09

control of sulfur emissions from stationary boilers; 10 CSR 10-
5.570; 2/3/09

emissions
banking and trading; 10 CSR 10-6.410; 11/17/08
control of NOx emissions from electric generating units and 

nonelectric generating boilers; 10 CSR 10-6.360; 
12/1/08

imitations and emissions trading of oxides of nitrogen; 10 
CSR 10-6.350; 12/1/08

restriction of emission of particulate matter from industrial 
processes; 10 CSR 10-6.400; 10/15/08

restriction of emission of visible air contaminants; 10 CSR 
10-6.220; 3/17/08, 8/1/08

more restrictive emission limitations for particulate matter in the 
south St. Louis area; 10 CSR 10-5.290; 10/1/08

on-board diagnostics motor vehicle emissions inspection; 10 CSR 
10-5.381; 11/3/08

open burning requirements; 10 CSR 10-6.045; 2/3/09
restriction of emissions of lead from specific lead smelter-refinery 

installations; 10 CSR 10-6.120; 2/3/09
restriction of emissions of sulfur compounds; 10 CSR 10-6.260; 

2/3/09
sales tax exemption; 10 CSR 10-6.320; 2/3/09

ARCHITECTS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, 
PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS, AND LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTS
standards for admission to examination–architects; 20 CSR 2030-

5.030; 1/2/09
standards for licensure–engineers; 20 CSR 2030-5.080; 9/15/08, 

1/16/09

BIODIESEL PRODUCER INCENTIVE PROGRAM
Missouri qualified; 2 CSR 110-2.010; 10/1/07

CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM
application review schedule; 19 CSR 60-50; 12/1/08, 12/15/08, 

2/3/09

CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS, STATE BOARD OF
biennial license renewal; 20 CSR 2070-2.080; 9/15/08, 1/2/09
fees; 20 CSR 2070-2.090; 9/15/08, 1/2/09
meridian therapy/acupressure/acupuncture; 20 CSR 2070-2.031; 

9/15/08, 1/2/09
postgraduate education; 20 CSR 2070-2.081; 9/15/08, 1/2/09
renewal and postgraduate education; 20 CSR 2070-4.030; 9/15/08, 

1/2/09

CLEAN WATER COMMISSION
concentrated animal feeding operations; 10 CSR 20-6.300; 6/16/08,

1/16/09
construction and operating permits; 10 CSR 20-6.010; 6/16/08, 

1/16/09
impaired waters list; 10 CSR 20-7.050; 10/15/08
storm water regulations; 10 CSR 20-6.200; 3/2/09
water quality standards; 10 CSR 20-7.031; 12/15/08, 3/2/09

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
apprentice hunter authorization; 3 CSR 10-5.300; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
bullfrogs and green frogs

3 CSR 10-6.615; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-11.165; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-12.115; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

camping; 3 CSR 10-11.140; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
class I and class II wildlife breeder: records required; 3 CSR 10-

9.359; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
closings; 3 CSR 10-11.115; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
commercial fishing: seasons, methods; 3 CSR 10-10.725; 11/17/08
daily fishing permit; 3 CSR 10-5.440; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
daily small game hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.445; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
deer: antlerless deer hunting permit availability; 3 CSR 10-7.437; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
deer: firearms hunting seasons; 3 CSR 10-7.433; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
deer hunting seasons: general provisions; 3 CSR 10-7.431; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
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deer: landowner privileges; 3 CSR 10-7.434; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
definitions; 3 CSR 10-20.805; 11/17/08
dog training area: privileges; 3 CSR 10-9.628; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
endangered species; 3 CSR 10-4.111; 11/17/08, 2/3/09
fishing, daily and possession limits

3 CSR 10-11.210; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-12.140; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

fishing, length limits
3 CSR 10-11.215; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-12.145; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

fishing methods
3 CSR 10-6.410; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-12.135; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

fishing, methods and hours; 3 CSR 10-11.205; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
furbearers: trapping seasons; 3 CSR 10-8.515; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
general prohibition; applications; 3 CSR 10-9.110; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
general provisions

3 CSR 10-7.405; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-11.110; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

ginseng; 3 CSR 10-4.113; 11/17/08, 2/3/09
goggle-eye (Ozark bass, rock bass, and shadow bass) and war-

mouth; 3 CSR 10-6.530; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
hound running area: privileges, requirements; 3 CSR 10-9.575; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
hunting and trapping; 3 CSR 10-12.125; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
hunting general provisions and seasons; 3 CSR 10-11.180; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
hunting methods; 3 CSR 10-7.410; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
licensed hunting preserve: privileges; 3 CSR 10-9.565; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
licensed hunting perserve: records required; 3 CSR 10-9.566; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
migratory bird hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.435; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
mussel dealers: reports, requirements; 3 CSR 10-10.784; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
nonresident archer’s hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.560; 11/17/08
nonresident archery antlerless deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-

5.554; 11/17/08
nonresident conservation order permit; 3 CSR 10-5.567; 11/17/08
nonresident firearms antlerless deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-

5.552; 11/17/08
nonresident firearms any-deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.551; 

11/17/08
nonresident fishing permit; 3 CSR 10-5.540; 11/17/08
nonresident furbearer hunting and trapping permit; 3 CSR 10-

5.570; 11/17/08
nonresident landowner archer’s hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.580; 

11/17/08
nonresident landowner firearms any-deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 

10-5.576; 11/17/08
nonresident landowner firearms turkey hunting permits; 3 CSR 10-

5.579; 11/17/08
nonresident managed deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.559; 

11/17/08
nonresident Mississippi River roe fish commercial harvest permit; 

3 CSR 10-10.724; 11/17/08
nonresident small game hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.545; 11/17/08
nonresident turkey hunting permits; 3 CSR 10-5.565; 11/17/08
other fish; 3 CSR 10-6.550; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
permits and privileges: how obtained; not transferable; 3 CSR 10-

5.215; 11/17/08
permits: permit issuing agents; service fees; other provisions; 3 

CSR 10-5.225; 11/17/08
permits required; exceptions; 3 CSR 10-5.205; 11/17/08
privileges of class I and class II wildlife breeders; 3 CSR 10-9.353;

11/17/08, 3/2/09
prohibited species; 3 CSR 10-4.117; 11/17/08, 2/3/09
quail hunting; 3 CSR 10-11.184; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
reciprocal privileges: commercial fishing and musseling; commer-

cial water; 3 CSR 10-10.726; 11/17/08
record keeping and reporting required: commercial fishermen and 

roe fish dealers; 3 CSR 10-10.727; 11/17/08

reports required: commercial musselers; 3 CSR 10-10.787; 
11/17/08, 3/2/09

resident and nonresident permits; 3 CSR 10-5.220; 11/17/08
resident and nonresident fur dealers: reports, requirements; 3 CSR 

10-10.715; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident archer’s hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.360; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident archery antlerless deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-

5.425; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident cable restraint permit; 3 CSR 10-5.375; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident conservation order permit; 3 CSR 10-5.436; 11/17/08
resident fishing permit; 3 CSR 10-5.340; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident firearms antlerless deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.352; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident firearms any-deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.351; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident fur handlers permit; 3 CSR 10-10.711; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident fur handlers: reports, requirements; 3 CSR 10-10.716; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident lifetime conservation partner permit; 3 CSR 10-5.310; 

11/17/08
resident lifetime fishing permit; 3 CSR 10-5.315; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident lifetime small game hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.320; 

11/17/08
resident managed deer hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.359; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
resident roe fish commercial harvest permit; 3 CSR 10-10.722, 

11/17/08
resident senior fish forever permit; 3 CSR 10-5.322, 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
resident senior hunt and fish forever permit; 3 CSR 10-5.321; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident senior hunt forever permit; 3 CSR 10-5.323; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
resident small game hunting and fishing permit; 3 CSR 10-5.330; 

11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident small game hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.345; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
resident trapping permit; 3 CSR 10-5.370; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
resident turkey hunting permits; 3 CSR 10-5.365; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
restricted zones; 3 CSR 10-6.415; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
roe fish dealer permit; 3 CSR 10-10.728; 11/17/08
sale of live bait; 3 CSR 10-10.735; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
shovelnose sturgeon; 3 CSR 10-6.533; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
target shooting and shooting ranges; 3 CSR 10-11.150; 11/17/08, 

3/2/09
taxidermy: tanning: permit, privileges, requirements; 3 CSR 10-

10.767; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
trout permit; 3 CSR 10-5.430; 11/17/08
turkeys: seasons, methods, limits; 3 CSR 10-7.455; 11/17/08, 

2/3/09
turtles; 3 CSR 10-6.620; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
use of boats and motors

3 CSR 10-11.160; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
3 CSR 10-12.110; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

walleye and sauger; 3 CSR 10-6.540; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
wildlife collector’s permit; 3 CSR 10-9.425; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
wildlife rehabilitation program; 3 CSR10-9.415; 11/17/08, 3/2/09
youth deer and turkey hunting permit; 3 CSR 10-5.420; 11/17/08
youth pricing: deer and turkey permits; 3 CSR 10-5.222; 11/17/08

COUNSELORS, COMMITTEE FOR PROFESSIONAL
application for licensure; 20 CSR 2095-2.065; 1/2/09
changes to license; 20 CSR 2095-1.060; 1/2/09
continuing education exemption; 20 CSR 2095-1.070; 1/2/09
continuing education records; 20 CSR 2095-1.068; 1/2/09
continuing education requirements; 20 CSR 2095-1.064; 1/2/09
educational requirements; 20 CSR 2095-2.010; 1/2/09
examinations; 20 CSR 2095-2.030; 1/2/09
license renewal; 20 CSR 2095-1.062; 1/2/09
license renewal and changes to license; 20 CSR 2095-1.060; 1/2/09
provisional license; 20 CSR 2095-2.005; 1/2/09
scope of coverage; 20 CSR 2095-3.010; 1/2/09
supervised counseling experience; 20 CSR 2095-2.020; 1/2/09
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supervisors and supervisory responsibilities; 20 CSR 2095-2.021; 
1/2/09

DENTAL BOARD, MISSOURI
certification of dental specialists; 20 CSR 2110-2.090; 1/16/09
continuing dental education; 20 CSR 2110-2.240; 1/16/09
dental hygienists; 20 CSR 2110-2.130; 1/16/09
dental hygienists–equipment requirements for public health settings;

20 CSR 2110-2.132; 1/16/09
licensure by credentials–dentists; 20 CSR 2210-2.030; 1/16/09
licensure by examination–dental hygienists; 20 CSR 2210-2.050; 

1/16/09
licensure by examination–dentists; 20 CSR 2210-2.010; 1/16/09

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
historic preservation tax credit program

final application; 4 CSR 85-5.030; 8/15/08, 1/16/09
overview and definitions; 4 CSR 85-5.010; 8/15/08, 1/16/09
preliminary application; 4 CSR 85-5.020; 8/15/08, 1/16/09

ELECTIONS
electronic voting machines, manual recount; 15 CSR 30-10.110; 

10/15/08, 2/3/09

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, DEPART-
MENT OF
application for a career education certificate of license to teach; 

5 CSR 80-800.270; 3/2/09
application for a student services certificate of license to teach;

5 CSR 80-800.230; 3/2/09
application for an adult education and literacy certificate of license 

to teach; 5 CSR 80-800.280; 3/2/09
application for certificate of license to teach; 5 CSR 80-800.200; 

3/2/09
application for certificate of license to teach for administrators;

5 CSR 80-800.200; 3/2/09
certifcate of license to teach classifications; 5 CSR 80-800.360; 

3/2/09
certificate of license to teach content areas; 5 CSR 80-800.350; 

3/2/09
rebuild Missouri schools program; 5 CSR 80-640.100; 1/16/09
required assessments for professional education certification in 

Missouri; 5 CSR 80-800.380; 3/2/09
temporary authorization certificate of license to teach; 5 CSR 80-

800.260; 3/2/09

EXECUTIVE ORDERS
activates the state militia in response to the aftermath of severe 

weather that began on January 26; 09-06; 3/2/09
amends Executive Order 03-17 to revise the composition of the 

committee to include the Divisional Commander of the 
Midland Division of the Salvation Army; 08-38; 1/2/09

advises that state offices located in Cole County will be closed on 
Monday, January 12, 2009, for the inauguration; 08-39; 
1/2/09

creates the Governor’s Economic Stimulus Coordination Council; 
09-02; 2/17/09

creates the Missouri Automotive Jobs Task Force; 09-01; 2/17/09
declares a state emergency and activates the Missouri State 

Emergency Operations Plan; 09-04; 3/2/09
designates members of the governor’s staff as having supervisory 

authority over departments, divisions, or agencies; 09-08;
3/2/09

directs the Missouri Department of Economic Development work-
ing with the Missouri Development Finance Board to 
create a pool of funds designated for low-interest and 
no-interest direct loans for small business; 09-03; 2/17/09

establishes a complete count committee for the 2010 census; 09-05;
3/2/09

extends executive order 07-01 until January 1, 2010; 08-40; 2/3/09
extends executive order 07-31 until January 12, 2009; 08-41; 

2/17/09
gives the director of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources

the authority to temporarily suspend regulations in the 
aftermath of severe weather that began on January 26; 
09-07; 3/2/09

orders the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education and 
the Department of Economic Development to transfer the
Missouri Customized Training Program to the Department
of Economic Development; 09-10; 3/16/09

orders the Department of Health and Senior Services and the 
Department of Social Services to transfer the Blindness
Education, Screening and Treatment Program (BEST) to
the Department of Social Services; 09-11; 3/16/09

transfers the various scholarship programs under the Departments 
of Agriculture, Elementary and Secondary Education, 
Higher Education, and Natural Resources to the 
Department of Higher Education; 09-09; 3/16/09

FIRE SAFETY, DIVISION OF
installation permits; 11 CSR 40-2.025; 2/3/09

FUEL STANDARD, MISSOURI RENEWABLE
organization, definitions; 2 CSR 110-3.010; 2/1/08
quality standards; 2 CSR 90-30.040; 2/15/08

GAMING COMMISSION, MISSOURI
admission fee; 11 CSR 45-11.050; 12/1/08, 3/16/09
chip specifications; 11 CSR 45-5.100; 12/1/08, 3/16/09
commission approval of internal control system; 11 CSR 45-9.040; 

12/1/08, 3/16/09
definition of license; 11 CSR 45-9.010; 12/1/08, 3/16/09
definitions; 11 CSR 45-1.090; 12/1/08, 3/16/09
deposit account–taxes and fees; 11 CSR 45-11.020; 12/1/08, 

3/16/09
five hundred dollar-loss limit; 11 CSR 45-6.040; 12/1/08, 3/16/09
handling of cash at gaming tables; 11 CSR 45-8.120; 12/1/08, 

3/16/09
minimum internal control standards; 11 CSR 45-9.030; 12/1/08, 

3/16/09
objectives of an internal control system; 11 CSR 45-9.020; 12/1/08,

3/16/09
policies; 11 CSR 45-5.053; 12/1/08, 3/16/09

GEOLOGIST REGISTRATION, MISSOURI BOARD OF
board of geologist registration–general organization; 20 CSR 2145-

1.010; 2/3/09

GEOLOGY AND LAND SURVEY, DIVISION OF
application for a permit; 10 CSR 23-1.060; 9/2/08, 1/16/09
fee structure; 10 CSR 23-2.010; 8/1/08, 12/15/08
qualifications; 10 CSR 23-1.050; 9/2/08, 1/16/09

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMISSION
definitions, modifications to incorporations and confidential busi-

ness information; 10 CSR 25-3.260; 11/17/08
fees and taxes; 10 CSR 25-12.010; 11/17/08
land disposal restrictions; 10 CSR 25-7.268; 11/17/08
methods for identifying hazardous waste; 10 CSR 25-4.261; 

11/17/08
Missouri administered permit programs: the hazardous waste per-

mit program; 10 CSR 25-7.270; 11/17/08
polychlorinated biphenyls; 10 CSR 25-13.010; 11/17/08
risk-based corrective action process; 10 CSR 25-18.010; 3/2/09
standards

interium status standards for owners and operators of haz-
ardous waste treatment, storage and disposal facili-
ties; 10 CSR 25-7.265; 11/17/08

recycled used oil management standards; 10 CSR 25-11.279; 
11/17/08

standards applicable to generators of hazardous waste; 10 CSR
25-5.262; 11/17/08

standards for owners and operators of hazardous waste treat-
ment, storage and disposal facilities; 10 CSR 25-
7.264; 11/17/08



standards for the management of specific hazardous wastes 
and specific types of hazardous waste management 
facilities; 10 CSR 25-7.266; 11/17/08

standards for transporters of hazardous waste; 10 CSR 25-
6.263; 11/17/08

standards for universal waste management; 10 CSR 25-16.73; 
11/17/08

HEALING ARTS, STATE BOARD OF
nonpharmacy dispensing; 20 CSR 2150-5.020; 1/16/09

HEARING INSTRUMENT SPECIALISTS, BOARD OF
EXAMINERS FOR
application procedures; 20 CSR 2165-2.025; 10/15/08, 2/3/09
fees charged by Department of Health for inspection of existing on-

site sewage disposal system required by a lending institu-
tion; 19 CSR 20-3.070; 12/1/08

hearing instrument specialist in training (temporary permits); 20 
CSR 2165-2.010; 2/3/09

licensure by examination; 20 CSR 2165-2.030; 2/3/09
licensure by reciprocity; 20 CSR 2165-2.040; 2/3/09
requirements for on-site wastewater treatment system inspectors/

evaluators; 19 CSR 20-3.070; 12/1/08
requirements for percolation testers, on-site soils evaluators and 

registered on-site wastewater treatment system installers; 
19 CSR 20-3.080; 12/1/08

HEALTH AND SENIOR SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
community and public health

day care immunization rule; 19 CSR 20-28.040; 11/3/08, 
2/17/09

distribution of childhood vaccines; 19 CSR 20-28.030; 1
1/3/08, 2/17/09

immunization requirements for school children; 19 CSR 20-
28.010; 11/3/08, 2/17/09

minimum construction standards for on-site sewage disposal 
systems; 19 CSR 20-3.060; 8/15/08

volunteer dispensing of strategic national stockpile medications
during governor-declared disasters; 19 CSR 20-
44.010; 2/17/09

maternal, child, and family health
payments for vision examinations; 19 CSR 40-11.010; 2/17/09

regulation and licensure
administrative penalties; 19 CSR 30-70.650; 12/1/08
application and licensure requirements for the initial licensure 

and relicensure of emergency medical technician-
basic, emergency medical technician-intermediate, 
and emergency medical techician-paramedics; 19 
CSR 30-40.342; 2/17/09

fire safety
standards for new and existing intermediate care and 

skilled nursing facilities; 19 CSR 30-85.022; 
1/2/09

standards for residential care facilities and assisted living 
facilities; 19 CSR 30-86.022; 1/2/09

outside the hospital do-not-resuscitate (OHDNR); 19 CSR 30-
40.600; 2/17/09

HIGHER EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
access Missouri financial assistance program; 6 CSR 10-2.150; 

1/16/09
higher education academic scholarship program; 6 CSR 10-2.080; 

1/16/09
institutional eligibility for student participation

6 CSR 10-2.010;1/16/09
6 CSR 10-2.140; 1/16/09

kids’ chance scholarship program; 6 CSR 10-2.170; 1/16/09
student eligibility and application procedures; 6 CSR 10-2.020; 

1/16/09
war veteran’s survivors grant program; 6 CSR 10-2.160; 1/16/09

HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
certification and certification renewal requirements for qualified 

sampling and testing technicians and sampling or testing 
technicians-in-training; 7 CSR 10-23.020; 12/15/08

certification suspension and revocation procedures and the appeal 
process for technicians and sampling or testing techni-
cians-in-training; 7 CSR 10-23.030; 12/15/08

definitions; 7 CSR 10-23.010; 12/15/08
motor carrier operations

overdimension and overweight permits; 7 CSR 10-25.020; 
8/15/08, 1/16/09

skill performance evaluation certificates for commercial drivers;    
7 CSR 10-25.010; 1/2/09, 2/3/09, 2/17/09

INSURANCE
financial examination

actuarial opinion and memorandum regulation; 20 CSR 200-
1.116; 12/1/08

extended Missouri mutual companies’ approved investment; 20
CSR 200-12.020; 11/17/08

insurance licensing
continuing education; 20 CSR 700-3.200; 2/17/09

insurer conduct
market conduct

improper or unfair claims settlement practices
identification cards issued by health carriers; 20 CSR

100-1.070; 10/15/08
standards for prompt, fair, and equitable settlements 

under health benefit plans; 20 CSR 100-
1.060; 10/15/08

life, annuities, and health
dependent coverage; 20 CSR 400-2.200; 3/2/09
recognition of preferred mortality tables in determing mini-

mum reserve liability and nonforfeiture benefits; 20 
CSR 400-1.170; 2/3/09

medical malpractice
statistical data reporting; 20 CSR 600-1.030; 7/2/07

property and casualty
general instructions; 20 CSR 500-7.030; 11/17/08
insurer’s annual onsite review; 20 CSR 500-7.080; 11/17/08

statistical reporting
medical malpractice statistical data reporting; 20 CSR 600-

1.030; 10/15/08

LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
employment security, division of

appeals
hearing and procedure; 8 CSR 10-5.015; 10/15/08, 

3/16/09
tribunal; 8 CSR 10-5.010; 10/15/08, 3/16/09

decisions; 8 CSR 10-5.050; 10/15/08, 3/16/09
orders; 8 CSR 10-5.040; 10/15/08, 3/16/09
telephone hearing; 8 CSR 10-5.030; 10/15/08, 

3/16/09
copies, charges; 8 CSR 10-2.020; 10/15/08, 2/17/09

registration and claims in general; 8 CSR 10-3.010; 9/15/08, 
1/2/09

labor standards, division of
administrative complaints; notices issued by the director; 8 

CSR 30-4.060; 9/15/08, 2/3/09
applicability and definitions; 8 CSR 30-4.010; 9/15/08, 2/3/09
definitions; 8 CSR 30-4.010; 9/15/08, 2/3/09
minimum and subminimum wage rates; 8 CSR 30-4.020; 

9/15/08, 2/3/09
minimum wage rates; 8 CSR 30-4.020; 9/15/08, 2/3/09
subminimum wage rates for the physically or mentally 

impaired; 8 CSR 30-4.040; 9/15/08, 2/3/09
training wage for learners and apprentices; 8 CSR 30-4.030

9/15/08, 2/3/09
workers’ compensation, division of

rules governing self-insurance; 8 CSR 50-3.010; 9/15/08, 
1/16/09
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MEDICAL SERVICES, DIVISION OF
grant to trauma hospital; 13 CSR 70-15.180; 7/16/07
reimbursement

HIV services; 13 CSR 70-10.080; 10/15/07
nursing services; 13 CSR 70-10.015; 10/15/07

Title XIX
claims, false or fraudulent; 13 CSR 70-3.030; 5/1/07

MENTAL HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF
hearing procedures; 9 CSR 10-5.230; 1/2/09
intergrated dual disorders treatment program; 9 CSR 30-4.0431; 

10/1/08, 3/2/09
intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded federal reim-

bursement allowance; 9 CSR 10-31.030; 8/1/08, 1/2/09
report of complaints of abuse, neglect, and misuse of funds/pro-

perty; 9 CSR 10-5.200; 1/2/09

MISSOURI CONSOLIDATED HEALTH CARE PLAN
high deductible health plan benefit provisions and covered charges; 

22 CSR 10-2.053; 2/3/09
ppo and co-pay benefit and covered charges; 22 CSR 10-2.050; 

2/3/09
ppo, hdhp, and co-pay plan limitations; 22 CSR 10-2.060; 2/3/09
public entity membership agreement and participation period; 22 

CSR 10-3.030; 2/3/09
review and appeals procedure

22 CSR 10-2.075; 2/3/09
22 CSR 10-3.075; 2/3/09

MO HEALTHNET
durable medical equipment program; 13 CSR 70-60.010; 2/17/09
emergency ambulance program; 13 CSR 70-6.010; 9/2/08, 1/2/09
global per diem adjustments to nursing facility and HIV nursing 

facility reimbursement rates; 13 CSR 70-10.016; 11/17/08
independent rural health clinic program; 13 CSR 70-94.010; 9/15/08,

1/2/09
insure Missouri; 13 CSR 70-4.120; 2/15/08
payment for early periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment pro-

gram services; 13 CSR 70-25.110; 9/15/08, 1/2/09
payment policy for a preventable serious adverse event or hospital or

ambulatory surgical center-acquired condition; 13 CSR 70-
15.200; 12/15/08

pharmacy reimbursement allowance; 13 CSR 70-20.320; 10/15/08, 
3/16/09

podiatric services program; 13 CSR 70-30.010; 12/1/08
provider-based rural health clinic; 13 CSR 70-94.020; 9/15/08, 

1/2/09
psychiatric/psychology/counseling/clinical social work program doc-

umentation; 13 CSR 70-98.015; 12/1/08
telehealth services; 13 CSR 70-3.190; 3/16/09
therapy program; 13 CSR 70-70.010; 11/17/08

MOTOR VEHICLE
special license plates; 12 CSR 10-23.100; 11/17/08, 3/2/09

NURSING, STATE BOARD OF
professional nursing

fees; 20 CSR 2200-4.010; 10/1/07, 1/16/08, 4/1/08, 7/1/08
public complaint handling and disposition procedure; 20 CSR 

2200-4.030; 7/1/08, 10/15/08

PSYCHOLOGISTS, STATE COMMITTEE OF
licensure by examination; 20 CSR 2235-2.060; 2/3/09
procedures for recognition of educational institutions; 20 CSR 

2235-1.045; 2/3/09

PUBLIC SAFETY, DEPARTMENT OF
Missouri State Water Patrol

filing requirements; 11 CSR 80-5.010; 2/17/09
Veterans’ Affairs

description of organization; 11 CSR 85-1.010; 2/17/09
procedures for receiving information; 11 CSR 85-1.015; 

2/17/09

veterans’ cemeteries program; 11 CSR 85-1.050; 2/17/09
veterans’ services program; 11 CSR 85-1.020; 2/17/09
veterans’ trust fund; 11 CSR 85-1.040; 2/17/09

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
electric utilities

environmental cost recovery mechanisms; 4 CSR 240-20.091; 
2/3/09, 3/16/09

environmental cost recovery mechanisms filing and submis-
sion requirements; 4 CSR 240-3.162; 2/3/09, 
3/16/09

net metering; 4 CSR 240-20.065; 8/1/08, 1/2/09
Missouri universal service fund; 4 CSR 240-31.010; 9/2/08, 1/2/09
telecommunication carriers

relay Missouri surcharge billing and collections standards; 4 
CSR 240-33.170; 11/3/08, 3/16/09

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
county employees’ retirement fund, the

additional provisions; 16 CSR 50-20.120; 2/3/09
benefits upon participant’s death; 16 CSR 50-2.120; 10/15/08,

2/3/09
creditable service; 16 CSR 50-3.010; 2/3/09
contributions; 16 CSR 560-10.030; 2/3/09
definitions

16 CSR 50-10.010; 2/3/09
16 CSR 50-20.020; 2/3/09

distribution of accounts; 16 CSR 50-10.050; 10/15/08, 2/3/09
normal retirement benefit; 16 CSR 50-2.090; 2/3/09

REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF
annual adjusted rate of interest; 12 CSR 10-41.010; 12/1/08

SAFE DRINKING WATER COMMISSION
acceptable and alternate procedures for analyses; 10 CSR 60-5.010;

11/3/08
consumer confidence reports; 10 CSR 60-8.030; 11/3/08
definitions; 10 CSR 60-2.015; 11/3/08
initial distribution system evaluation; 10 CSR 60-4.092; 11/3/08
maximum contaminant levels and monitoring requirements for dis-

infection by-products; 10 CSR 60-4.090; 11/3/08
public notification of conditions affecting a public water supply; 10 

CSR 60-8.010; 11/3/08
reporting requirements; 10 CSR 60-7.010; 11/3/08
requirements for maintaining public water system records; 10 CSR 

60-9.010; 11/3/08
source water monitoring and enhanced treatment requirements; 10 

CSR 60-4.052; 11/3/08
stage 2 disinfectants/disinfection by-products; 10 CSR 60-4.094; 

11/3/08

SOIL AND WATER DISTRICTS COMMISSION
conservation equipment incentive program; 10 CSR 70-9.010; 

9/15/08

SOCIAL SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
family services

basic residential child care core requirements (applicable to all
agencies)-basics for licensure and licensing proce-
dures; 13 CSR 40-71.020; 9/2/08, 12/15/08

definitions; 13 CSR 40-71.010; 9/2/08, 12/15/08
hearings and judicial review; 13 CSR 40-71.030; 9/2/08, 

12/15/08
minimum record-keeping requirements for county reimburse-

ment and standardization of claims submissions; 13 
CSR 40-3.020; 1/2/09

organization and administration; 13 CSR 40-71.040; 9/2/08, 
12/15/08

personnel; 13 CSR 40-71.045; 9/2/08, 12/15/08
reimbursement expenditures; 13 CSR 40-3.010; 1/2/09
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STATE TAX COMMISSION
appeals from the local board of equalization; 12 CSR 30-3.010;
11/17/08

TATTOOING, BODY PIERCING, AND BRANDING,
OFFICE OF
fees; 20 CSR 2267-2.020; 9/15/08, 1/2/09
license renewal; 20 CSR 2267-2.030; 2/3/09
reinstatement; 20 CSR 2267-2.031; 2/3/09

TAX
sales or use

cigarette tax
adjustments to the distribution of St. Louis County ciga-

rette tax funds pursuant to the federal decennial
census; 12 CSR 10-16.170; 2/3/09

LP gas or natural gas decals; 12 CSR 10-7.260; 11/3/08, 
3/2/09

photographers, photofinishers and photoengravers, as defined 
in section 144.030, RSMo; 12 CSR 10-103.380; 
11/3/08, 3/2/09

sales tax applies when fuel tax does not; 12 CSR 10-7.170; 
11/3/08, 3/2/09

special fuel tax refund claims–purchasers claiming refunds of 
tax paid on fuel used for nonhighway purposes; 12 
CSR 10-7.250; 11/3/08, 3/2/09

special motor fuel 
adjustments to the distribution of funds allocated pursuant

to Article IV, Section 30 (a) of the Missouri 
Constitution as referenced in section 142.345, 
RSMo; 12 CSR 10-7.320; 2/3/09

investment of nonstate funds
collateral requirements for nonstate funds; 12 CSR 10-43.030;

11/3/08, 3/2/09

VETERINARY MEDICAL BOARD, MISSOURI
examinations; 20 CSR 2095-2.031; 1/2/09
reexamination; 20 CSR 2095-2.041; 1/2/09
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